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THE DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF SYPHILIS AND
GONORRHEA.

By A. J. ('ASSELMAx, Acting Assi.tant Surgeon, tnited Slttes Pablic lHelth Service.

1. A STATEMENT FOR HEALTH OMCERS, PUBLIC HEALTH NURSES,
AND OTHER PERSONS INTERESTED IN PUBLIC HEALTH.

The diagnosis and treatment of syphilis and gonorrhea is a me(li-
cal problem, but the control of the spread of these (liseas;es is a public
health problem demanding the cooperationi of healtlh officers, nursess,
social workers, and all other persons alidl agrenicies intereste(l in the
hlealth of the public, as well as the physicians. In order to cooperate
intelligently with the medical professioni, the lay social worker must
understand the principles of diagnosis andi( treatmenlt of syphilis and
gonorrhea.

Frequently before medical advice anid treatmenit are souglht, the
social worker comes in intimate conitact n-ot only withl tthe veiiere-
ally infected person but with the family of the ctarrier as x-cll. To
the social worker is given the opportunity to educate tlhe patielnt to
seek proper treatment and to expect a continuance of treatment
long after the symnptoms of disease has-e disappeared.
The danger of transmitting syphilitic anid gontorrlheal inifectionI

tlhrough the marital relation, throughl illicit sexutal intercoursse, and,
extragenitally, through intimate contact, is geniertlly recognized
by all who have any knowledge of venereal diseases; but the irnpor-
tance of early diagnosis and treatment in the eradication of syphilis
and gonorrhea is not appreciated so renerally. WVhile a knowledlge
of the general principles of venereal-disease control is essential. the
lay social worker must know the exact methods of diagnosis and(l
treatmenit as well, and must make the facts known to the persons
with whom he comes in contact if he is to give the most effective
aid to the medical profession. Witlh this tllouglt iin mind, the
following statement has beeni prepared.

Syphilis.

The presence of a genital, or a suspicious extragejiital, sore which
iefuses to heal promptly, indicates the necessity for a thorquqgh anid
prolonged examination, whether the sore possesses the physical ap-
pearance of a typical chancre or not. During the first three weeks
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of the existence of a suspected sore the microscopical examination
is the only method we have for determining accurately the presence
of syphilitic infection. If any antiseptic has been applied to the
suspected chancre, this examination is deferred until after the sore
has been cleansed with saline solution and a saline dressing applied
for at least 24 hours. The social worker must advise patients not
to unidertake any treatment either by systemic remedies or by
medlicinal applications to the sore until after a positive diagnosis has
been made by findinig the germ of syphilis. If the sore is free of
antiseptics, serum is squeezed out, and this specimen is examined
immediately with the oil immersion lens of a microscope, illumi-
nated through a dark-field condenser. If the chancre is less than
three weeks old, and if the technique has been carried out properly,
the organisms causing the sore should be discovered by this method;
but the discovery may require many examinations. Even though
many dark-fiekl examinations be negative, the- diagnosis of syphilis
should not be excluded until at least three Wassermann reactions
slall have been negative.
Soon after the sore appears, small glands in the vicinity become

enlarged, and it is possible for the physician to obtain a pure culture
of the syphilitic organiism, if it is present, by drawing into a small
syringe a few drops of the serum from one of these swollen glands.
This is not a very painful procedure and is particularly useful when
the diagnosis has been made more difficult by treatment of the sore
with caustics or stro-ng germicides.

In those sections of the country where physicians do not have
access to a microscope illuminated with a dark-field condenser, the
patient is sent to o-ne of the many laboratories or clinics where this
microscopical examination is mnade.
The organisms causing syphilis tend to disappear from the sore

after the third week of its existence, and the microscopical examina-
tion becomes less satisfactorv; but, if the infection is syphilitic, the
Wassermann reaction becomes weakly positive during the third week;
after that time it usually gives a strong positive reaction. The blood
of a person infected with syphilis react-s to certain substances diff&r-
ently from the manner in which' the blood of a normal individual
reacts; the test for this reaction is called the Wassermann test, and
the degree of reaction is indicated by the terms plus one, plus two, plus
three, or plus four. Plus four may be considered as the minimum
strength of reaction which, when obtained repeatedly, is considered
diagnostic of syphilis in the absence of other signs. On account of
practical difficulties, reactions stronger than plusfour are reported by
the same sign, even though they be many times this strength. Lesser
degrees of reaction are considered doubtful and have little value when
there is no other evidence of syphilis. A single negative is evidence
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-but not proof of the absence of the disease. A series of negative
reactions continued over a period of years, unaccompanied by positivo
ciinical symptoms of the disease, is commonly accepte(d as proof that
the disease has been cured or that it did not exist.
The blood Wassermann reaction may remain strongly positive

throughout the entire course of the disease, or during the latent and
final stages t.he blood may give only a weakly positive or even negative
reaction. In suspectedl syphilis, when the blood Wassermann gives
only a weakly positive or negative reaction. tlhe diagnosis may be
confirmed by a Wassermann test of the spinal fluid. for the spinal
fluid frequently remains positive long after the blood is negative.
Because the spinal fluid may remain positive after the blood is nega-
tive, the patient whose treatment has been completedl and who is
being tested for cure, should not be (liscilarged until a: negative spinal
Wassermann reaction has been obtained.
Throughout the various stafges of the disease, patients infected with

syphilis show characteristic symptoms, an(l, although the disease -can
be diagnosed only by a trained physician, the more common of these
symptoms shouldl be recognized by the health ntirse or social worker.
After the organisms have disappeared from the clhancre and the
blood Wassermann has become positive, a rash usually appears upon
thie body, the spots turning from a pink to a. characteristic copper
color. The rash is a result of the presence of a generalize(l infection
whiclh may be the cause of lheadache, fever, and depression as well.
Although only an experienced( physician can (lifferentiate between a
syphilitic rash and that caused bvy nmany otlher infections or agents,
there is one manifestation of the disease whiclh usually coexists with
the rash which the health nurse and particularly the dentist should
learn to recognize. During the secondary stage of the disease, ulcers
usually appear on the lips or in the miioutlh or throat. These "miucous
patches" frequently present a flat, raised surface, grayish or translu-
cent in color, surrounded by a narrow an(d inflamed border. Since
the syphilitic organisms abound in the-se patches an(l are liberated
from them in sufficient numbers to nmake the saliva hiighly infectious,
it is obvious that the person in this condition shouil(d be warned of his
infectiousness, urged to seek medical (liagnosis and treatment, and
cautioned to guard again-st transmittingr the infection until rendered
noninfectious by proper antisyphilitic treatmnent. These lesions are
practically painless, remain in the inouith for considerable periods,
and have a characteristic appearance; tlherefore the school nurse, the
general nurse, and the dentist, who make frequent examinations of
the mouth, should discover miiany of these cases which otherwise would
be missed.

If the disease follows the typical course, the secondary symptoms
disappear and apparently the organisms become very much reduced
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in number. 'The disease then enters upon a latent stage, of variable
(luration, during which the patient may present no symptoms of the
(lisease and appear to be in good health. The late manifestations of
syphilis are generally recognized by those interested in public health
and by the educated public as well. During the lateft stage, the
disease reappears most frequently as a gumma, or as a nervous derange-
ient; but the variations in the character of late syphilis are so great
that they can not. be discussed here. The gumma is a tumor-like
growtlh whiclh replaces normal tissue, breaks down, decays, and, if it
disappears, is replaced by scar tissues. The gumma may attack the
skin and bones, with consequent disfigurements, or it may attack the
circulatory system or any of the vital organs. If death occurs it
results usually through the failure of the affected organ to function.
The disease may manifest itself by paralysis of the brain, the spinal
cord, or the sensory nerves, resulting in paresis (general paralysis of
the insane), locomotor ataxia, atrophy of the optic nerve, etc.
When cases of syphilis in the late stages, or children with hereditary

syphilis are discovered, the health nurse or social worker may be of
the greatest assistance in the campaign to control syphilis by urging
the families of such cases and persons with whom the patients have
come in intimate contact to undergo a medical examination. Because
cases of late syphilis usually are considered to be only slightly infec-
tious, if at all, the fact is forgotten that they must have passed through
one or nmore infectious stages to reach the condition in which they are
foun(d and that during this infectious period they probably have
transmitte(d the disease to persons with whom they have come in
contact.

TREATMENT OF SYPHILIS.

The treatment of syphilis always includes both arsphenamine or
neoarsphenamine and mercury; the iodides are of value particularly
in the later stages, but many physicianis are now using them early in
the course of the disease. As soon as the disease has been diagnosed
definitely as syphilis, but never before this time, vigorous treatment
should be begun. Except under unusual conditions, the initial treat-
ment includes at least 16 doses of arsphenamine and a proportion-
ate number of mercury injections or inunctions. The frequency of
administration, the amount of drtugs to be used, and the number of
courses needed to cure can be determined only by the physician
administering the treatment, because the treatment varies with the
condition of the patient and the stage of the disease.

It is essential that social workers warn patients with whom they
come in contact to abstain from drinking alcoholic beverages im-
mediately before or after treatment with arsphenamine. Patients
should be taught to appear for arsphenamine injections with an emptv
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stomach and not to eat again for at least three hours after the in-
jection. When patients follow these rules one of the frequent causes
of rewactions from this drug is removed.
The person who is suspected of being in-fected with syphilis should

be warned that the early stages are the most infectious and that the
danger of infection is very great until at least two wveeks of vigorous
treatment has been administered. The patient should be warned that
during its early stages the disease may be spread not only through
sexual intercourse buit also through contact with the secretions from
the mouth and skin-. As long at the suspicion lasts, or until the
physician advises that sufficient treatment has been given to render
that disease practically noninfectious, the patient should refrain
from kissing other persons, from coming into intimate contact with
them, and from using toilet articles, eating utensils, or the like, which
are used by other persons.
The successful treatment of syphilis requires a minimum of two or

more thorough courses with arsphenamine and mercury, with a rest
period of a month or two between these courses of treatment. After
the symptoms have disappeared, it is difficult to persuade the patient
that further treatment is necessary. Here the social worker who
comes in intimate contact with the patient and his family can be of
great assistance; for such a person must be convinced of the necessity
for sufficient treatment. Syphilis is essentially a recurrent disease.
If insufficient treatment is given, the number of cases are negligible
in which the disease does not recur, frequently with increased viru-
lence.

Gonorrhea.

To gain a comprchensive idea of the diagnosis and treatment of
gonorrhea, it is necessary to consider the disease in both the male and
the female.

DIAGNOSIS OF GONORRHEA IN TIIE MIALE.

When an acute discharge of pus occurs in the male urethra, the
inflammation is caused most frequently by the gonococcus; but since
other agents occasionally produce this condition, a microscopic
examination of a smear from the discharge is made in the physician's
office or at a neighboring laboratory. If this smear shows the pres-
ence of the characteristic coffee-beau-shaped diplococci within the
pus cells as well as outside them, the picture indicates the presence
of gonococci, and treatment for gonorrhea should be begun. In thle
later stages of the disease, or when other organisms are present, a
complicated staining method may be required. In this case the
smear usually is sent either to the State hygienic laboratory or to
any local laboratory which is equipped for this more involved staining
method,
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The social worker coming in contact with a suspected case of
gonorrhea should instruct the patient to appear at his doctor's office
or at a free clinic, retaining his urine in order that the physician may
have hiim pass it into two glasses; for by this test the seat of the in-
fection uisually can be determined. If the urine in the first glass is
(cloudy with pus and that in the second glass is clear, the infection is
located in the forepart of the urethra; but when the urine in the
second glass resembles that in the first, the inflammation has reached
the posterior urethra, that part located -within the body. If the
urline is not clouded with pus but contains shreds of cast-off cells, it
indicates that the disease has passed from the acute to the chronic
stage.

TREATMENT OF GONORRHEA IN THE MALE.

Usually no symptoms of gonorrheal infection appear until several
days after it occurs, then for two or three days a thin mucous dis-
charge appears from the urethra. After this time the discharge may
turn to a creamy yellow pus, and the disease may reach a very painful
stage. During the height of the inflammation, treatment should
consist of rest in bed when possible. As soon as the tenderness begins
to subside, treatment with germicidal solutions may be employed.
Many agents are used, and the number and frequency of application
vary with the different agents. Acriflavine, one of the dye products,
when administered daily is retained in the urethra for five minutes.
Argyrol or protargol, silver derivatives, or permanganate of potash
may be used several times daily. Only a physician experienced in the
treatment can determine the strength to be used, the frequency of
application, and the length of time that the treatment should be
continued; but the social worker can be of great assistance in urging
the patient to continue treatment until cure is complete, in waming
Ihim against quacks and self-medication, in educating him to follow
directions, and in encouraging faith in the treatment which is being
administered.
Proper hygiene is as essential to the cure of gonorrhea as is proper

treatment. The social worker must influence the patient to abstain
from drinking alcoholic beverages, from eating highly seasoned food,
from indulging in sexual intercourse, and from exposing himself to
exhausting experiences. The necessity for observing the rules of
hygiene is impressed upon the patient by the physician, but the
social Worker can give more time to this educational work than can be
allotted to it in a clinic or a busy office
When improperly treated (or untreated), the disease may pass into

a chronic stage in about six weeks. The successful treatment of
chronic gonorrhea requires both experience and skill upon the part
of the physician and the constant cooperation of the social worker.
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To insure success in treatment it may be necessary for the physiciani
to locate the source of trouble by visual inspection through a urethra-
seope, and to treat the disease through this inistrument. The cure
of chronic gonorrhea may require a year or more of treatment, which
sometimes may demand the services of a skilled specialist. The
social worker can be of greatest assistance to the specialist in urging
such patients to persist in their efforts to obtaini a cure.

In testing for cure, the examination, which is made after all treat-
ment has beenl stopped for a week, should reveal no discharge from
either the prostate or the urethra. The urine examined in th-eC two
glasses shouild be clear or should contain no pus cells or gonococci.
Shoul(d any germs be found, they are examined by a skilled observer,
usilng Gram's metlhod of staining. An irritating injection of silver
nitrate is sometimes employed, and should a discharge be obtained it
must show no gonococci. The complement fixation reaction and the
provocative injection of vaccines are used( frequently as supplenien-
tary tests of cure.

DIAGNOSIS OF CONORRHEA IN THE FEMALE.

In the early or acute stage, gonorrhea, inl the female usually plIo-
duces an abundant discharge of pus, in which the gonococci can be
found bv a microscopical examination. The a-cute stage is of rela-
tively short duration, and the disease sooII passes into the chronic
stage, when frequently it is impossible to obtain smears which show
satisfactorilv the presence of gonococci. If the chronic stage is sus-
pected, the examination is made onie to three davs immediately after
the cessation of the menstrual flow. During the previous week no
treatment is given, and the patient is instructed to appear for exami-
nation without having urinated or washed the organs within six
hours prior to the examinationi. Under these conditions it is possible
for the physiciani to examinie the organs to discover discharges and to
search the various pockets in the genital organes for inflamed areas
and for pus. The diagnosis of gonorrhea in women is difficult, anid
the public health nurse who visits an infected womani can do muichl to
aid the phvsiciani in preparing lher for examination.

TREATMENT OF GONORRIHEA IN THE FEMALE.

Success in treatment requires hospital care, and olily in the very
early stages is there much hope for complete cure. When the dis-
ease has passed into the chronic stage it is difficult to treat and cure
is rarely accomplished except after destructive operations or tlhe
climacteric. The important field of the social worker lies in inducing
infected women to seek proper hospital care, for ambulatory treat-
ment, douching, and the like are of little value.
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The treatmenit of acute gonorrhea includes frequent cleansing of
tlhe sex organs with mild antiseptics anid the use of hot sitz baths
several times daily. The sur-face of all these organs must be swabbed
carefully with an effective germicide and cleansed with sterile water.
This treatment is continued for at least a week after all discharges
and local signs of inflammation have disappeared and smears fail to
indicate gonococci. In the chronic stage the centers of infection have
to be discovered in order to apply intensive local treatment. While
major surgical interference is rarelv indicated in acute complications
which occur during this stage, the infection may form pus pockets in
the tubes which later. may necessitate an operation. Infection of
b)oth tubes is a frequent cause of sterility.

Children born of women infected with gonorrhea are always in
(laiiger of blindness from an infection of the eyes, which may be pre-
vented by the application of a germicidal solution to the eyes at
birth as required by law. The infringrement of this State law by
midwives or others should be noted care-fully by health workers and
a11 violations should be reported. Mothers should be instructed to
observe their childreni's eyes anid to go immediately to a plhysician
wlhein anly iniflamnmationi appears.

11. TECHNICAL NOTES ON THE DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF
SYPHILIS IN THE PRIMARY AND SECONDARY STAGES.

SUPPLEMENTING "A MANUAL OF TREATMENT OF THE VENEREAL DISEASES," REVISED
BY THE UNITED STATES PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE, FOR CIVILIAN PHYSICIANS.

The diagnosis and treatiient of venereal disease is covered thor-
oughly in "A Manual of Treatmnent of time Venereal Diseases," pre-
pare(l originally for the use of the Medical Department of the Army,
but later revised for the use of civilian physicians. The physicians
in any State in wlhich the department of healtlh does not supply
these manuals may buy them from the United States Public Health
Service for 23 cents a copy.'
At the recent Institute on Venereal Disease Control held in Wash-

iington, D. C., the diagnosis and treatment of syphilis and gonoirhea
were discussed by recognized leaders in syphilology an(d urology in
the United States. At this meetinig, methods in the treatment of
syplhilis, slightly at variance withl the outline indicate(d in tlhe. manual,
werc brought forward, and these should be made known to the physi-
cians wlho were not present. This supplement to the manual has
been prepared in order to emphasize the miiain factors in the (liagnosis
an(d treatment of syphilis in the primary and secondary stages, and
to indicate the public facilities which are available for the assistance
of the physician in diagnosing and treating this disease.

A, copy of this manual was sen)t to each physicianin New Jersey who indicated anl interest in the sub.
jot, alit] upoin request a copy will Le senit by the Bureau of Venereal Disease Conitrol, State Departmeint
of Hfealth, Trenton, N. J., to any other physicin.
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1. Treponema pallidum.
2. Spiroclheta refringens.
3. Spirochaeta dentium.



Notes on the Diagnosis of Primary Syphiffis.

Early diagnosis of syphilis is important; for the earlier the treat-
ment is begun, the better are the prospects of cure. As the Wasser-
nann reaction usually does not become strongly positive until the
fourth week after the appearance of the chancre, a clinical diagnosis
can be corroborated before that time only by a microscopic examina-
tion of the serum from the lesion or adjacent lymph nodes. In
(liagnosing primary syphilis, the physical characteristics of the initial
lesion should not be relied upon when unsupported by latboratory
evidence, because the so-called pathognomonic physical appearance
of a chancre is not a reliable guide. A true chancre may be so
atypical that suspicion is aroused only by tlec location of the sore,
or it may be obsctired completely in a double infection.

The dark-field examination of the chancre.-When a patient appears
for diagnosis with a genital lesion or other suspicious sore, the serum
expressed from it slhould be examined with a microscope equipped
with a dark-field condenser. If an antiseptic dressing hias been
applied to the sore, it must be renmoved, the lesion irrigated with
physiologic sodium chloride solution, and a wet saline (Iressing
applied for at least 24 hours before the examination is nmadIe. If
the sore has not been treated with an antiseptic, or if the antiseptic
has been remnoved as just described, the lesion should be cleansed by
rubbing it with gauze wet with saline to remove surface ogtanisms,
such as Spirochaeta refringens. After drying, moderate squeezing
will express serum from the sore, but care should be taken not to
cause bleeding. A slide should be touched to this serum, and the
specimen should be protected immediately with a cover glass and
examined under the oil-immersion lens of a microscope illuminated
through a dark-field condenser.
The Treponema pallidum appears as a brilliantly white spiral, in

length from one to two times the diameter of a red blood corpuscle.
The spiral contains from 10 to 20 close turns, which retaini their
shape well while the organism moves about with both a lateral and
rotary motion. If a genital clhancre has been cleansed properly,
there will be usually no contamination by spirochaetes which might
be confused with the pallidum. The organism most frequently con-
fused in this examination is Spirochleta refringens, whichi is obviously
coarser than the pallidum, contains fewer and less regular turns,
does not retain its shape when at rest, and darts about the field(
rapidly and erratically. The serum from primary lesions on the
lips and in the mouth is usually contaminated with Spirochlaeta
dentium, which further complicates the differential diagnosis. How-
ever, S. dentium is much smaller than T. pallidum, and the curves
of the spiral are much more tightly rolled. The accompanying
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plate indicates diagrammatically the differences in these three
organisms.

T. pallidum found in 7ymph nodes.-The nature of oral lesions can
best be determined by examining the serum obtained from the
neighboring enlarged lymplh nodes. Several failures to find T.
paUlidum in the serum of any suspicious lesion should lead to the
examination of the lymiph, nodes in the drainage area of the sore.
Frequently these lymph nodes will be foundl to be indurated. In
this case the skin surface should be sterilized with 70 per cent alcohol
or tincture of iodine, the node confined between the thumb and
finger, and the needle of.a small syringe inserted through the capsule.
A slight motion of the needle will macerate the lymplhatic tissue,
from which a few drops of serum usually can be aspirated into the
barrel of the syringe. If no serum can be withdrawn by this method,
the syringe slhould be disconnected from the needle, which is left in
thle node, and about one-half cubic centimeter of sterile saline solu-
tion should be drawn into the barrel and injected into tlle node.
After a slight manipulation of the tissue some of the fluid may be
aspirated into the syringe. Thle fluid should be examined immedi-
ately by the dark-field method. If the lesion is of syphilitic origin,
repeated examination by either or both of these methods generally
will (lemonstrate the presence of T. pallidum.
As there are many cases of primary syphilis in whiclh repeated

examinations by the dark field are negative, repeated negative
Wassermann reactions must be obtained before, the patient is dis-
charged. Not less than three Wassermann reactions should be
made; the first preferably during the fourth week of presence of the
sore, the second during the sixth week, and the third during the
twelftlh. Opportunities for observation and help in differential
microscopical diagnosis are open to physicians at many of the vene-
real disease clinics which are equipped for this examination and are
conducting the examinations frequently.

The period when both the dark field and the WR'assermann nmay be of
value.-After the third week. of the existenee of the clhancre, T.
pallidum tends to disappear from the primary lesion; duringf the
third week the blood usually shows a weakly positive Wassermann
reaction; after that time, as a rule, the reaction is strongly positive.
As the organisms may be discovered in the serum from the infected
lymph nodes, frequently for some weeks after they lhave disappeared
from the primary lesion, we may have the benefit of a strongly posi-
tive Wassermann reaction as well as a positive (ldrk-fiel(I examina-
tion in corroborating our clinical diagnosis.
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TIIE BLOOD WASSERMANN REACTION.

During the past five years there has been a marked increase in
the number of laboratories which perform the Wassermann reac-
tion, so that to-day few physicians are so situated tlhat they can
not avail themselves of this indispensable service in the diagnosis
and treatment of syphilis. State hygienic laboratories and many
county, city, hospital, and private laboratories perform the Wasser-
mann test. The State hygienic laboratories furnish outfits for tak-
ing blood specimens, and make the test without any charge. While
the use of the blood Wassermann reaction as an adjunct to clinical
diagnosis is increasing, there still are reported to departments of
health a very large proportion of cases in which syphilis is (liagnosed
without any laboratory evidence.

The interpretation of the blood W1assermann reaction.--As the
blood Wassermann reaction is indispensable as evi(lence of the
presence or absence of syphilitic infection in most cases, and should
be used in all cases except those of early primary syphilis, the value
of the test must be appreciated and the interpretation understood
by every physician if the test is to achieve the place which it de-
serves in the diagnosis of syphilis. By the third week of the exist-
ence of the chancre we begin to discover evidence, through the
Wassermann reaction, of some chemical change taking place in the
blood. As the disease progresses, the laboratory indicates the in-
crease in the amount of chemical change in the blood by reporting
the reaction as +, + +, + ++, or + + +. Under this arbitrary
standard, the number of plusses indicates roughly the varying de-
grees of change in the blood until the minimum amount of change is
reached, which usually is considered pathognomonic of syphilis.
This pathognomonic minimum amount of change is reported as
plus 4. As the change increases beyond this point, no further
measure of the increase is made, and so it is reported as plus 4 until,
after proper treatment or the lapse of years, the evidence of chem-
ical change disappears from the blood and it is reported as + + + +
+ ++ + +, + or-(negative).

Sensitized and nonsensitized antigeni.-As there are different stand-
ards in the amount of chemical change considered necessarv to
deternmine a dooubtful reaction, many laboratories give an approxi-
mate evaluation of the Wassermann reaction which they perform,
and this procedure should be adopted more generally. If the
evaluation be not given, the type of antigen and method used
should be stated; for in border-line cases a + + + + reaction fre-
quently may be obtained, by the use of a cholesterinized antigen or
"ice-box fixation," when only a weakly positive or negative result
is obtained by the use of a less sensitive antigen such as alcoholic
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extract of syphilitic liver or plain beef heart, or by the use of higlher
temperatures for fixation.

Thus, strongly positive results' with thie less sensitive antigens
are practically diagnostic of syphilis, but negative results with these
antigens are frequently obtained in the latent stage of syphilis, and
hence may be misleading. Therefore, patients in this stage should
have the benefit of the reactions with the more sensitive antigen,
which would show.the presence of a very slight chemical change
which, if missed might be the forerunner of a recurrence of syphilis.
Theoretically, while weakly positive reactions with the less sensi-
tive antigens would seem equal to strongly positive reactions with
the cholesterinized antigens, they are not of equal diagnostic -value,
because, in practice, it has been found that weakly positive reac-
tions are unreliable with all types of antigens.

The "ice-box fxation" method.-The sensitivity of the Wasser-
mann reaction is increased not only by the type of antigen used but
further by the time and temperature used for the first stage of the
test. Many of our progressive laboratories have adopted the "ice-
box fixation" method, in which the first half of the test is performed
at a low temperature for about four hours. This method increases
the sensitivity of all antigens without an apparent relative increase
in the number of false positives obtained. In a. treated case the
test for cure should include a Wassermann reaction made by this
method.
As different standards exist, the same serum may be reported upon

differently by different laboratories. This dissimilarity is used by
some physicians to condemn the laboratory which appears to be at
fault; but usually it is evidence merely of the use of different methods.
The judicious physician, instead of pitting one laboratory against

another, will familiarize himself with the standards and procedure
of one good laboratory, will assure himself of the proper interpreta-
tion of the reports, and generally will rely upon that one laboratory
for diagnostic assistance. It is obvious that a11 specimens of a series
of reactions used in determining the effect of treatment upon the
blood of a patient should be performed by the same laboratory; for
by this means only can analogous results be assured.

SUMMARY.

1. The results of the roughly quantitative test of the amount of
chemical change in the blood serum caused by syphilitic infection
are reported as -, +, + + + + +, or + + + +.

2. When the change has reached a minimum considered as path-
ognomonic of syphilis, it is reported as plus 4. The sera of two ceses,
one primary and the other secondary, may both be reported as plus
four, although the serum of the former may have just passed the
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stage during which it would have been reported as plus three, while
on the other hand the serum of the latter may have reachied a stage
where logically it might be reported as 16 times plus 4.

3. Interpretation of sensitive blood Wasserman reactions in:

Il Thoroughly treted cases.' Untreated cases. I

practically excludes syphilis, except-
(a) Ill primary syphilis (a ntegative is

rare after the third week of the
lindicates probable cure, if continually nega- primary lesioni);
tive for two y6ars (s ested intervals 1-2- (b) In -some cases of latent s (U1--6months. The last blood should be iegative is rare before the thirdcorroboraed by theSpinal fluid, especilly year); and
when there is a likcelihood of neurosyphilis). (c) Ill many cases of nietirosypluiJis (as

the blood Wassermaii may be
. negative, the spinal fluid must be
. . examined also).

+ should be interpreted as a negative in+ ithc absence of other evidenice.
'in the absence of other evidence, should

. be repeated many times and thei
+ Iindicates the necessity for' further ++ shoulda be accepted as good evidenice of

+o+ teatmcut, but shows an approach phiis iunl the vcry early or very++± lo
.has more weight than ++ but shouild
.be interpreted in a simiiar manner.

+++ (+, ++, or +++ are common iln third
weck of primary lesion, but should be
corroborated by dark field).

cstant finding in secondary sy hi-
lis; usual flndiiig by fourth week ofcorroborates digiiosi1primaryleslon; usual findinginlatenti++++ indicatesthe necessity for much more +++l syphi (In absence of other evi-ntreatment. n should not be relied upon tiin-
less repeated.)

'The~~~~~~~~Wa.rmn r.ciuhudntb sda ud uigtetei,aI eaieWtcmn
I The Wassermann reaction should not be,used as p, guideb durinwgtreatmenlt, ar«d a nle-ativ-c W\assermann

should be disregarded in a caseof syphilis known to be izisufficiently treated.

Notes on the Treatment of Syphilis.
Treat the patient as well as the. disease.-In stressing the importance

of both arspheiiamine and mercury in the chemo-therapeutic attack
on the Treponema palliduw and the pathological formations caused
by it, too frequently the physical condition of the patient and the
toxic effects of the drugs upon him are forgotten. Proper hygienic
treatment of the patient is;necessary to stimulate his resistance and
to assist the action of the drugs. The preliminary examination of
the patient should include a study of all his organs and their func-
tions so that proper hygiene can be advised and tonics administered
whei' necessary; and throughout the treatment urinalyses and other
examinations should be employed regularly to prevent any serious
toxic effects from the drugs.
THE METHOD OF ADMINILTRATION OF ARSPHENAMINE, MERCURY, AND IODIDE3.

ARSPHENAMINE AND NEOARSPHENAMINE COMPARED.

While there are few clinical data for the comparison of tile relative
merits of arsphenamine and neoarsphenainine, many of the recog-
nized leaders iD syphilology insist that arsphenamine should be used



wherever the facilities for its administration exist, because they
find that the adminlistration of neoarsphenamine may result ill
dangerous reactions. The statement that 9 decigrams of neoars-
phenamine are the therapeutic equivalent of 6 decigrams of arsphen-
amine is doubted by many syphilologists; and at least one manufac-
turer of the two drugs advises the administration of neoarsphen-
amine in double the dosage used for arsphenamine.

I. ARSPHENAMINE.

The preparation of arsphenamine soluton and its injection.-Before
preparing arsphenamine solutions the sheet 'of instructions accom-
panying each ampul should be read carefully in its entirety, because
of the variation in different products. However, there are certaiu
precautionis which must be observed regardless of the product used.

(a) The gravr'ty apparatus and its sterilization.-While there are
many types of apparatus used for the injection of arsphenamine, the
Luer-Kaufman is one of the simplest and most inexpensive. The
one essential part is a special form of 2 cubic centimeter all-glass
svringe, which acts merely as a valve between a Luer needle and the
rubber tubing which is attached to the arsphenamine container.
The entire apparatus must be boiled for about 15 minutes before
using, and then rinsed with sterile distilled water. If the apparatus
is not rinsed, there is danger that the concentration of the salts in
the water in which the apparatus is boiled may leave a deposit of
salt, which, by its contact with tlie arsphenamine solution, may pro-
duce reactions. When new rubber tubing is used, it must be boile(d
for about half an hour and the rubber'stretched during the boiling
process to eliminate the sulphur. Of course, the rinsing of new
tubing should be thorough. The ampul containing the arsphen-
amine should be soaked for a few minutes in alcohol to insure sterility
and to test for minute cracks in the glass.

(b) Each decigram of arsphenamine di.ssolved in 30 cubic centimeters
ofwater.-Arsphenamine should be dlluted with not less than 30 cubic
centimeters of sterile, freshly distilled water for each decigram of the
product; the temperature of the water to be used is stated by the
manufacturer. While the arsphenamine should dissolve readilv in
this amount of water, the container may be rocked to hasteii the
solution; but agitation should be avoided.

(c) The hyperalklalinizatwon of arsp)henamine.-Arsphenamine gives
an acid reaction to its solution and is very toxic in this form, so that
it must be hyperalkalinized before injection. The inconvenience of
titration has caused many physicians to give up the use of arsphen-
amine or to substitute neoarsphenamine, but the titration may be
performed more satisfactorily when normal NaOH (approximately 4
per cent) solution is used,(instead of the more concentrated solution
formerly recommended) and measured from a burette or pipette. A
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sufficient quantity is added to the acid arspheniamine solution to
redissolve the precipitate fir-st formed; then to this neutral solution
One-fifth of the amount already used for ineutralization should be
l(lded to insure hyperalkalinization.

(d) The injection of arsphenamine.-The hvperalkalinized arsphen-
amine solution should be filtered through sterile gauze into the con-
ta.iner, and if clear, the solution is ready for injection. The patient
slhouild lie oni the tatble with the arm, neck, and side of chest exposed.
Rubber tubing or an Esmerch bandage tightened about the upper
arm will usuallv distend the veins sufficiently to make veni-puncture
easy, but, if niecessary, the opening and closing of the hand will aid
in distending the veins. The site of the injection should be sterilized
w-ith 70 per cenit alcohol; _the skin should be drawn down and held
down with the left lhand while the needle is inserted into the vein
with the knuckles of the right hand pressed firmly against the skin
of the arm.

(e) The need(lefpoint.-Platinum needles are preferable to steel
nieedles because they do not rust or corrode. The needle, which
slhould be not larger than 22 gauge, should be sharp, for a dull point
causes pain and tears tlle wall of the vein. Stokes 2 points out that
if the point of the needle is too long, the needle may enter the vein
sufficieintly far to allow a flow of blood, yet enough of the opening
may be outside the vein wall to permit of considerable infiltration of
the surrounidinig tissues; or the point may penetrate beyond the vein
and allow leakage in thle same manner, in whiich case there will be
pain but no bulginig if the infiltration is slight. A point ground too
short can not be sharp enough to penetrate the vein wall easily.

(f) Allow two minutes for the iniection of each decigram.-When the
needle has eltered the vein satisfactorily it should not be moved
(luring the period of administration. As an additional precaution
against any slipping of the needle, a small piece of adhesive plaster
is sometimes used to anchor the needle or syringe to the skin. The
container shouild be elevated only sufficiently high to force a slow
injection of the arsphenamilie solution. At least two minutes
should be coiisuned in injecting each decigram of arsphenamiie; if
the injection is proceeding too rapidly the container should be lowered;
if too slowly, it may be raised.

2. NEOARSPHENKAMINE.

Neoarsphenamine does not require alkalinization after solution.
'rhe greater simplicity of this injection as compared with that of
arsphenamine accounts in a large measure for the popularitv of this
product. The gravity method of injection for neoarsphenamine is
urged by most manufacturers; but the use of a syringe in injecting
tule product is more common under the conditions which prevail in

2 Technical Refinements and Methods of Intravenous Injections.
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most free clinics, for tue time and effort conserved more than balance
the dsInger of too rapid injection if the following precautions are
observed:

(a) Sterilization of syringe. -The syrige should be boiled in dis-
tilled water, or if tap water is used, it should then be rinsed in sterile
distilled water. The ampul containing neoarsphenamine should be
soaked in alcohol for a few minutes to test for minute cracks in the
glass and to insure sterility.

(b) Preparation and injection of neoarsphenamine.-The neoars-
phenamine is best dissolved by being sprinkled on sterile water,
allowed to settle, and the cylinder or flask being turned once or twice
to obtain a clear solution. The solution slhould be filtered through a
little plug of gauze stuffed part way into the stem of a funnel or
thistle tube. This filtration will remove cotton, glass, or undis-
solved particles of neoarsphenamine which might cause embolism.
Use only a recently manufactured product, without abnormal color,
odor, or insolubility, and contained in a perfect package.

(c) Dilution.-Not less than 10 (preferably 20) cubic centimeters of
sterile distilled water should be used for dissolving each dose of neoars-
phenamrine (2 c. c. for each 0.1 gm.); greater dilutions reduce the
danger of reactions; lesser dilutions may be used, but they inerease
the danger of reactions because of the difficulty of making a slow
injection with a small quantity of fluid.

(d) The suggestions (d) and (e) on page 865, relating to the injection
of arsphenamine, apply equally to the injection of neoarsphenamine.
The tourniquet must be applied, the area sterilized, and the properly
sharpened needle introduced into the vein; the blood must flow
freely to assure the operator that the vein has been entered properly;
then the neoarsphenamine solution should be injected slowly without
undue pressure.

(e) Time required for injection.-At least two minutes should be
consumed in injecting each 30 cubic centimeters of solution; the temp-
tation to hasten the injection is so great that the operation should be
timed with a watch. The use of a small caliber needle, 22-gauge, is
urged to help insure slowness of injection.

SAFEGUADS TO PREVENT RtACTION.

A. The patient.-(a) Antisyphilitic treatment should not be begun
until a thorough examination of the patient has been made; the
examination should include the usual tests on all the organs of the
body.

(b) Patients who are suffering from an acute involvement of the
heart, the nervous or the sensory organs, should not receive arsphe-
namine medication until a period of mercury treatment has prepared
the patient's system for arsphenamne.

(c) Patients whose livers have bec-ome involved, who are febrile,
or who are suffering fi urinary retention or cancer should not
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receive full doses of arsphenamine except after the most serious coniid-
cration. Stokes advises the treatment of the cancer first; syphilis after.

(d) In patients who have exhibited a hypersensitivity to arsphena-
nine, reactions may be prevented by giving one-fiftieth grain of
ntropin intravenously an hour before the injectioni. Atropin pre-
vents reaction probably by stimulating adrenal activity. It is wise
to have a sterile syringe always on hian(d with a(lrenaline solution to
be injected intravenously should reactions occur.

(e) The Herxheimer reaction is caused probably bv the liberation
of endotoxins from the destroyed Treponemata in amounts too great
to be borne by the body. Usually this reaction may be prevented by a
preliminary administration of mercury, which, because of its slower
action, does not cause such a rapid liberation of en(lotoxins.
B. The administration of the drug.q (a) Ever.y precaution shoul(d be

observed to insure aseptic conditions. Sterilize the ampul witl
alcohol; boil and rinse the inistruments; follow the manutfacturer's
directions carefully in making the solutions; guard against inifiltra-
tions and against haste in injecting, but (lo not allow the solution to
stand an undue length of time.

(b) No meal should be eateni by the patient during the six liours
prior to the injection, nor for three hours afterwards; but a cup of
tea or coffee with a piece of toast may be taken three hours before
the injection. Cathartics should be given the night before tlle
injection and the patient urged to drink large amounts of water.

Prophylactic use of arsphenamiine.-ArsphenaminAe alone can not
be relied upon for the cure of syphilis, but it may be used as a prophy-
lactic for a person exposed to syphilis wlho reports too late to he
benefited by early local treatment. Clinical records show that a
limited number of persons treated with two half-doses of arsphena-
mine after the first day of exposure and before the primary symptoms
have had time to appear have never developed symptoms of syphilis.
The difficulty of obtaining positive proof of the absolute value of this
procedure is apparent; but it seems to be well established by negative
proof that the use of two such injections is warranted.

3. OMER ARSENICAL COMPOUNDS.

(a) S,ubstitutes for arephenimine are ineffective.--There ar-e many
trivalent arsenical compounds and some preparations which are
merely physical mixtures of the common arsenicals or mercutry salts
with other drugs, for which extravagant claims are made, but whlichi
have little therapeutic value in comparison with arsphenamine.
These drugs, some inefficient and others dangerous, sold under such
tra(le names as Monarson, Arrhenal, Arsenoven, Atoxyl, or Soamin
and Arsacetin, have been condemned by the American Medical Asso-
ciation and the UTnited States Public Health Service. Tlhose whlich
are not dangerous probably have not the therapeutic value of the stand-
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ard preparations, arsphenamine and neoarsphenamine, the manufac-
ture of which is under the inspection and license of the United States
Public Health Service. Since both arsphenamine and neoarsphena-
mine in a safe form, properly tested, can be obtained tlhroughout the
country, there is no excuse for the use in the routine treatment of
syphilis of any product not passed by the Council on Pharmacy of the
American Medical Association.

4. MERCURY

Administered either by inunction or injection, mercury has a slower
action than arsphenamine, but for this reason its -use is indicated in
those conditions where the administration of arsphenamine might
cause a Herxheimer reaction and might affect unfavorably acute
involvement of the heart, nervous system, or sense organs., Mercury
is carried in the blood as an albuminate and is eliminated very slowlv,
so that, if it is administered carelessly, it may actumulate and give
rise to serious toxic manifestations. This dangor varies with the
different methods of administration, whiclh must be 'onsidered
separately.
A.-Mercurial inunctdons.-Mercury ig better tolerated when admin-

istered as an inunction than it is in aAiy other form, but the use of
mercury by inunction is limited by the difficulty of obtaining the
patient's cooperation in applying the inunctions properly. Only
exceptional patients can be relied upon to rub themselves properly,
and as the process is dirty and disagreeable, the physician must have
a considerahle influence upon his patient to insure proper application.

Mercurial inunctions should be adminijterd in e larger dose than
is commonly employed by physicians; From 4 to 8 grams of 33 per
cent mercurial ointment should be rubbed in every day for 6 days, and
followed by a day of rest, during which a, bath should be taken.
From 40 to 80 inunctions should constitute a course, and a total of
about 300 inunctions should be adminitstered during the entire treat-
ment. Several sites on the bodv, free from hair, should be chosen so
that the mercury- is not applied to tlhe same area repeatedly. The
areas best suited for inunctions are the sides of the back and abdomen
and the inner sides of the thighs. Patients should be instructed to
rub the ointment in for at least 15 minutes while in a warm room, but
cautioned not to rub too vigorously. If the limit of toleration has
been reached, further absorption may be prevented by giving two
hot baths and a sweat.

B. Jfercurial injections.-Either the soluble or the insoluble salts
may be used in injections of mercury. The soluble salts are used and
recommended by many eminent syphilologists; but in practice, the
majority of physicians 3 are using the insoluble form probably because
its use requires only one visit each week to the physician's office.
;The replies to questionnaires addressed to thie physicians of New Jersey show that 00 per cent of those

replying use in'ections of salicylate.
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Soluble and insoluble mercwry salts compared.-Tlhe soluble prepara-
tions are preferable because their action is more rapi(d and, is more
easily controlled, and because they do not cauise aibscesses or embolism.
The advantage of the insoluble salt, i. e., the infrequency of the visits
required for its administration, shouldl not outweiglh the obvrious
advantages of the soluble form in so serious a disease as syphilis.

(a) Of the soluble salts-
(1) The bichloride is used most frequently.4
(2) The succinunide, the benzoate, the oxycyanide, an(d other

salts are substituted by a few-4 physicians with the intention
of causingf less pain to the patient.
The soluble salts should be a(iministered at least tllree times

each week in 0.016 gram (1- grain) doses. The intrta-venous
injection of soluble salts is believe(d by Stokes to be (langerous;
they should be injecte(d intramniuscularv as are the iilsoluble foirms.

(b) Of the insoluble salts-
(1) .The salicylate in oil is the most satisfactory form andl one

most frequently administered.4
(2) Calomel is not absorbed (quite so rapi(ly ol regulllarly as the

salicylate, but is used -by few piysicians.
(3) "Gray oil" is substituted for the salicvlate by only a very

few physicians.4 ..As it is absorbed irregularly and sometimes not
for months, most syphilographers; advise against its use.
The medium in which the insoluble mercury is suspen(ld(e

should consist of at least 9 parts of a veaetable oil to 1 part
of mineral oil. The insoluble salts are usually administere(d once
every 7 days,.in 0.064 gram (1 to 1 grain) doses. Irvine recom-
mends a smaller dosage biweekly.

The effets of overdosage and how to 1)re-ernt the toxic efects oj mer-
cury.-Since mercury is a poison only slightly less toxic to the lhuman
body than to the Treponemata, a dosage sufficiently large to be effect-
ive in the cure of syphilis may produc.e toxic effec.ts in the body. The
toxic effects are indicated most frequently by-

(1) Renal Complications: Stokes advises the imiaking of a weekly
urinalysis during the entire period of mercury admiiinistration and the
inclusion of a microscopical examination for casts anid bloodl. When
kidney irritation is discovere(4, treatment witlh mercury slhould be
suspended or reduced until the urine is free from the casts or cells.
After this time the dosage should be increase(d cautiouisly.

(2) Salivation: Salivation should not be use(d as a guide for over-
dosage. The manifestations may be stoppe(l by-

(a) The use of an alkaline tooth paste containing KC1l03
(potassium chlorate);

(b) Painting the gums with an astringent; and
(c) Gargling the throat.

4 All statements are based upon the replies to a questiotinaire which was answerei by one-third oithe
physicians of th State of New Jersey.
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Slight discomfort felt when the teeth are clenched is not a

danger signal and may be prevented by excluding acid fruits and
vinegar from the diet.

(3) Gastrointestinal Complications: Gastrointestinal irritation may
be controlled by-

(a) Regulating the diet to exclude foods with a high fiber
content; and

(b) By prescribing bismuth, charcbal, or paregoric when in-
dicated.-

M|ethod of injecting mercuwy.-The technique of inftramuscular
injection is described by Stokes as follows: The p6sition of the patient
has much to do with the ease of injection. The patient should lie face
downward on the table, the arms hanging over the sides, the butfocks
exposed, the legs extended with the toes turned in and heels out.
This position relaxes the gluteal muscles. The upper, outer quad-
rants of the buttocks;should be selected as the sites for the injections.
The site should be washed with soap and water nd rubbed with 70
per cent alcohol. The Luer syringe should be equipped with needles
varying in length from 1 inch to .24 inches: and preferably 22 gauge.
It is important that the length of the needle be suitable to the type
of buttocks presented by the patient, that it be of small diameter, and
that it be sharp. With proper equipment and skillful technique, the
pain of injection may be greatly diminished; but with needles too
large and dull, the patient learns to dread the injection.

Stokes advises against the use of an empty needle. The syringe is
filled with the mercury'salt, th'8 buttodk is ptilled-down with the left
lhand and held firmly, and the needle is introduced quickly at an angle
of 450. If the needle is of the proper length, the point will lodge in
the facia of the muscle rather than in the muscular tissue. If this is
accomplished, the mercury salt spreads over the facia, is absorbed
more easily, and does not produce nodules. After the needle is intro-
duced, the syringe is aspirated lightly and a minute is allowed to gve
the blood an opportunity to appear in the syringe in case a vein is
punctured. If blood does not appear, the mercury salt may be
injected, but the injection should be given slowly. If blood does
appear, the needle should be removed, the syringe refilled, and a new
puncture made. It is not wise to attempt to jab the needle about
hoping thereby to escape the vein which was punctured. When the
injection is completed and the needle withdrawn, the release of the
buttock prevents the escape of the salt.

5. THE IODIDES.

While the potassium salt is most commonly employed, the iodide
of sodium is less depressing-but)no less efficacious. The iodides are
believed to have some resolving action upon gummata and other
overgrowths of connective tissue; the hypothesis is that the iodine
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neutralizes the agents which I)revent the ab)sorption of the diseased
tissues. It may be necessary to omit the use of jo(lidles in cases of
tuberculosis.
While overdosage should be avoided, fromn 3 to 10 g,rams (ap-

proximately 50 to 150 grains) may be a(Iministered (laily, if given
after meals, witlh large quantities of water. On account of the
occasional production of e(lema of the glottis, tlhe initial dosage in 24
hiours should not e2ceed 1 gram (15 grains).
Although the value of the iodides in the early stages of syphilis waUs

not argued at the Institute at Washington, there are many references
in the present-day, literature urging their use in conjunction witlh the
spirillicides in all stages of the disease, and therefore the iodi(des arel
included in the schedules of treatment which foIlow.

THE TREAT1#ENT OF SYPJUS IN THE EARLY PRIMARY STAGE.

If antisyphilitic treatment can be commenced soon after the appear-
ance of the chancre and before the blood Wassermann becomes
positive, it is possible, frequently, by the intensive administration of
both arsphenamine and mercury in the maximum doses whiclh can be
administered without injuring tlhe patient, to effect a culre in one year;
but all cases must be followe(d up for at least two more years to wattcl
for possible recurrences.
A study of the replies to a questionnaire on time treatmient of

syphilis shows that the majority of the plhysicians of New Jersey, who
are administering arsphenamnine and mercury in the treatment of
early primary syphilis, are giying two or three courses, eaclh consisting
of from 4 to 8 injections of n-rsphenamnine or neoarsphenamnine and
from 12 to 24 injections of a soluble salt. Few of the plhysicians
answering the questionnaire rely on the injections of only a few large
doses of arsphenatnine to effect an abortive cure.
The minimum amount of drugs for the treatment of early primary

syphilis recommended by the Bureau of Venereal Disease Control
of the State of New Jersey is indicated in the following table:

Diug.| Injections.! Total grams.

Arsphenamine ................ 16 7-l).
or

Neoarsphenamine. ......... 16 10-13

Mercury (soluble) ............ 147 2.4 (37 grains)
or

Mercutry (insoluble) 4........ 49 3.0 (49 grainis)

At times it may be necessary to (liscontinue tlhe a(dministration
of one or anotlier drug and to break in with additional rest perio(ds
because of the patient's condition or intercurrent illness. Therefore,
while no hlard and fast schedule can be prepared to be followed
blindly, a typical schedule of the necessary minimum of treatment
is presented in Table I for convenient reference in the treatment of
cases presenting no unusual. feature..
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THE TREATMENT OF SYPHILIS IN THE LATE PRIMARY AND SECONDARY STACGES.

After syphilis lhas progressed to tlle stagre in wlhich the W)1ood Was-
sermann is positive (as it is before the secondary rash appears) the
disease does not respond so well to intensive treatmenit, and(l it may
be better sometimes to witlhlhold such intensive treatment until the
body has been prepared for it with preliminary injections of mercurv.
If no symptoms, such as hleadachle or neurological signs, develop,
the intensive treatment with arsplhenamine should be beguni on the
eighth day with half dose, after treatment with iodides an(d inijec-
tions of mercurv (as indicated in the next table), followedi with full
doses of arsphenamine ain(I mercury.
The typical schedule of treatment for late primary ai(l secon(lary

syphilis presented in Table II is prepared onily as a convenient refer-
ence for uncomplicated cases. As in the treatment of early primary
syphilis, no hard and fast schedule is possible. It is well to note that
in the latter stages-of syphilis the urinary examination is of increased
importance, for frequentlv such cases do not tolerate mercury so
well as do patients in whom treatment is begun earlier.
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THE TREATMENT OF LATENT OR TERTIARY SYPHILIS.

The treatment of syphilis in the latent anid tertiary stages is more
a private medical problem than a public health problem, for only iil
the early stages is the disease highly infectious. While infectiousness
is demonstrable in latent, tertiary, or " para-syphilis," it must be dis-
regarded because of the econiomic limitations of the present-day
program for the control of the disease. If all cases of syphilis in the
earlier or florid stages could be treated adequately, the problem of
control could be solved; and this properly may be the aim of our
efforts. On the other hand, the discussion of ithE many details of the
treatment of such affections as nerVous vascular, or heriditarX
syphilis can not be covered adequately in a short series of notes.

HYFOCHLORITE PROCESS OF OYSTER PURIFICATION.

REPORT ON EXPERIMENTAL PURIFICATION OF POLLUTgD OYSTERS,
ON A COMMERCIAL SCALE, BY FLOATING THEM IN SEA WATER
TREATED WITH HYPOCHLORITE Ot CALCIUM.

By F. A. CARMELIA, Passed Assistant Surgeon, United States Pubic Health Skrvice.

Introduction.

Raritan Bay is one of the important oyster-producing areas of the
country, and, owing to its proximity to New York City and contig-
uous urban centers, it became, with the growth of those communities,
increasingly more desirable -from a commercial standpoint and less
desirable from the public health standpoint.-

Recently, as shown by the B. coli content, the sewage pollution
present in the waters and shellfish. of the Raritan Bay area wass
reported generally to have reached 'the permi§sible limit from the
public health standpoint, and in conisiderable areas it had exceeded
such limits. The problem of what to do with the bay as a shellfislh-
producing area wrs becoming increa§ingly urgent, as it was not
believed practicable to catuse the abandonment of the area for shellfisl
culture.
To the.already urgenlt problem was;added the belief that the com-

pletion of the Passaic Valley sewerage project, adding about 300
million gallons of sewage per day to the waters of New York Bay,
would make imperative the adoption of fiurther safeguards to pro-
tect public health from the possibilitv of contracting infectious dis-
ease through the marketing of shellfish from this area.
The Passaic Valley sewerage project is a collecting trunk sewer

serving several large congested urban populations in the Passaic
River Valley, disclharging through multiple dispersion outlets into the
waters of Upper New York Bay along the westerly edge of the ship
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clhannel opposite Robbins Reef and about 2 miles above the Narrows
leading direct to the waters of Lower New York Bay, which include
Raritan Bay. Owing to the length of the sewer trunk (several miles),
the sewage would be discharged in a fine state of subdivision, tend-
iuig toward a maximum area of diffusion in those tidal waters.
Accordingly, the health authorities concerned issued notice that

(lirect marketing of shellfish from the waters of Raritan Bay would
probably have to be probibited in order to safeguard public health,
unless such shellfish -were subjected to some acceptable method of
purification.. This notice fooused interest upon available methods of
oyster purification. Of the two methods known, that of purifying
polluted oysters by means of floating them in natural waters of
acceptable freedom from sewage contamination was impracticable
because there were no such natural waters in that area. There
remained, therefore, but to consider the feasibility of purifying
polluted oysters on a commercial scale by floating them in natural
waters rendered safe through tr?atment with hypochlorite of calcium.
Oystermen in the 'area had, learned of the pqssibility. of oyster

purification by the hypochlorite method demonstrated by the United
States Public Health Service in the contiguous area, Jamaica Bay,
in 1916. They met and selected a committee to seek aid from the
State Conservation Commission of New York.
The State Conservation Commission arranged to conduct a series of

(lemonstrations on. a com.me.rc scale, selecting Great Kills Harbor,
a small harbor on Raritan. J$ay,- as the site. The Department of
Health of the city of New York, the Bureau of Chemistry of the
U,nited States Department. of Agriculture, and the United States
Public Health Service were duly invited to make observations cov-
ering the acceptability of the process from the public health stand.-
point.

PersonneL
(Commissioner George D. Pratt, of the State Conservation Com-

mission, designated Sanitary Chemist William F. Wells, formerly of
the Public Health Service, to conduct the demonstration; the Bureau
of Chemistry designated Dr. .P-ayn Parsons to make observations
on the acceptability of the process; and the writer was detailed
by the Public Health Service to cooperate with Dr. Parsons in
making the observations. The. State Department of Health of
New York did not make observations of the series of demonstra-.
tions; a representative was present at one special demonstration
but took no samples of the oysters. The New. York City Depart-
ment of Health secured samples of the treated oysters upon market-
ing and were represented at but two of the series of demonstrations.
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The Site.

Great. Kills Harbor is a shallow, lan(llocked bo(ly of water about
one-half mile in width and 2 miles in length, having a narrow entrance
from Raritan Bay. The tidal replacement of its waters is estimated
to be 66 to 75 per cent of total high-water volume. There was.
moderate pollution along the foreshores and from about a score of
small pleasure yachts anchored in thle harbor. The harbor water at
low tide was, on the average, positive for B. colt in amounts of 1 c. e.
(sometimes in three-tenths c. c.), and at high water it was positive in
amounts of 3 c. c. (frequently in 1 c. c.). There was a moderate
degree of turbidity preseint which was' mostly due to suspendedl
organic matter. Wind was of little import in the water pollution, as
was also tidal flow, locally.

Experimental Equipmeiit.

Two tight oyster floats of scow type, 50 feet by. 9 feft by 2 feet i;
inches, were moored out in the upper' center portion of the harbor,
which was less frequented by boats and distant from sources of shore
pollution. The mean low-water depth was 4 feet, and the tidal
range varied from 5 to 6 feet. The harbor bottom was soft mud, 18
inches to 3 feet in depth. Each scow had 4 bungholes, 2i inches in
diameter, stopped with wooden plugs. Ohe scow was equippe(d
with a small gas engine -and a rotary pump, piped to fill with and
discharge sea water and also to circulate water within the hold. It
could not be made to operate sati4fatct&rily, and so in both scows
filling was accomplished through temporary removal of the plugs,
and the water was discharged with pa;ils and hand pumps. In such
scows containing water for floating, 60 to 75 bushels' of oysters canl
be handled.
A supply of 12-ounce containers of commercial hypochlorite of

calcium, a pestle and a mortar for putilverizing and mixing 'the hypo-
chlorite, a pair of ordinary 6-foot rowing oars, and a glass container
for testing satisfactory diffusions of the hypochlorite in the floating
water by means of a one-tenth of '1 per cent solution of orthotolu-
(line in 10 per cent hydrochloric acid completed the equipment used,
in addition to the ordinary oyster-dredging equipment.
The laboratory* control of the pr&esds was conducted by Dr. Par-

sons, who used the laboratory of the eastern division of the Bureau
of Chemistry in New York City, an(l by the writer, who availed
himself of the laboratory facilities of the United States marine hos-
pital at Stapleton, N. Y., about 8 miles from Great Kills. The
standard methods of 'the American Piublic Health Association were
used in the examination of the oysters.-

In addition, market samples of treated oysters were examined by
the New York City Department of Health.
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Owing to the cost of out-of-season dredging and handling of the
oyster stock for the experiment in large commercial quantities,
oystermen as a group did not feel inclinedl to undergo experimental
expense; and no other means were available for securing the oyster
stock. This part of the demonstration seemed to have greatly
lhampered the possibilities of the experiment. Two oystermen,
hlowever, took really active interest in the project: To Mr. A. F.
MAlerrill, of the Merrill-Haviland Oyster Co., belongs due credit, for
he alone provided the essential oyster stock and necessary handling
and floating equipment; and credit is also due MIr. Jolhn Schmeelks,
of Jamaica Day, for securing special lots of markedly polluted
oysters made available in the series of experiments.

Conduct of the Experiment.

As it was ascertained that-the tide made but slight variation in
tihe amount of sewage pollution-as evidenced by the B. coli content
present in the,waters of Great Kills, it was disregarded in conducting
the experiment.
From 60 tq 150 bushels of,oysters were procured by the usual

metho(d of oyster dredging, from the o-ster groun(ds of the Raritan
Bay area. (A few other demonstrations were madle with oysters
from the most markedly polluted areas obtainable.) This dredge load
(f oysters was then brought in directly to the floats. Meanwhile
the floats had been rendered relatively fresh and clean by being
washed down with harbor water prior to placingf any ovsters in them.
From 50 to 75 bushels of qyste were then evenly placed in the
floats to a depth of 6 to 8 inches. The plugs were then pulled and
the float was allowed to fill thrQugh the plug openuings until several
inches of water covered the top oysters, the amount of water being
approximately 50 gallons to the bushel of oysters. The plugs were
then securely replaced. 'Tight floats without leaks are essential.
A 12-ounce container of hypoo orite of calcium was then opened,

.ind from one-tbird to one-half of its contents was placed in a mortar.
This quantity gave from 4 to 6 parts per million of available free
chlorine (asnuming -a 30 per cent commercial product). A sufficient
quantity of water was added to the mortar to make a smooth paste,
and this mixture was then quickly,added, in scatterel, roughly equal
portions, to the water in the-floats pontaining oysters. This was then
(liffused as rapidly and thoroughly as possible by means of stirring
with oars. Usually 10 to 15 minutes of stirring proved sufficient.
Within from 20 to 30 minutes following the addition of the hypo-

chlorite paste, water from various parts of the float was tested for the
presence of free chlorine, using the orthotoludine test. A glassful of
the treated water was taken up, and fronm 5 to 10 drops of one-tenth
of 1 per cent solution of orthotoludine in 10 per cent hydrochloric acid
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was added, which, in the presence of very small quantities of residual
excess of free chlorine in the treated water, colors the water a decide(d
straw color. The smaller the amount of residual chlorine present, the.
slower was the straw-colored coloration of the sample of water testedi.

It is desirable to have a small residual amount of chlorine remaining
in the treated water at the end of a 20-to-30-minute period. Shoul(t
the test then not indicate such excess of olorine, sufficient additional
hypochlorite of calcium should be added. until such excess is obtain.
able. There is one caution in the application of the test: Avoi(d
taking up any small particles of unreduced hypochlorite of calcium
which may occasionally. be" found remaining in the treated water at.
that stage. Such.-particles give a pronounced test for.chlorine, whichl
may at times erroneously indicate the desiried average excess of
chlorine in the treated water.

It is highly desirable that the entire step of evenly, charging tlie
water with hypochlorite of calcium. be done with as little delay as
possible, as the chemical is most active in the period immediate.ly
following its mixture with the water;.
The anmount of free and suspended organic matter present in the

water to be treated directly should gavern the judgment as to the
amount of hypochlorite of calcium it is necessary to add to give thle
desired excess of chlorine at -the termination of the 20-to-30-minute
period. The greater the amount of organic matter present, the larger
the quantity of hypochlorite indicated.,
The excess of chlorine present at theJtermination of the 20-to-30-

minute period disappears in a copapratively. short time. The en(d
products of the process consist of correspondingly small amounts of
calcium carbonate and sodium chloride and, are indistinguishable,
both qualitatively and quantitatively, from such salts already present
in.comparatively large amounts in natural sea water; therefore there
is no question of adulteration or.Atherwise changing the taste or

quality of the oysters placed in such treated waters.
Following the first treatment of the water with hypochlorite,

nothing further is done for a period of about 6 hours, and the oysters
are allowed to remain undisturbed, which aids in their purification.
At the end of 6 hours a second treatment of, the water with hypo-
chlorite, identical with the first, is then made. Following the second
treatment, the treated water contaiping the oysters is again allowed
to remain undisturbed for an additional period.of from 12 to 18 hours.
At the.end of this final period, totaling 18 to 24 hours from the first

step in the process, the oysters are ready to be removed and marketed.
It is best that their removal be accomplis'hed with the least practicable
disturbance of the water in><which they-have-been floated. .. Oysters
should not remain in the treated water longer than 24 to 30 hours..
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Prior to the removal of the oysters from the floats at the expiration
of 18 to 24 hours, it was routine to test (with the orthotoludine test)
several parts of the treated water for the presence of excess of chlorine.
In no instance was there found any trace of the presence of free
(blorme in the water.

It is of further aid in the case of oyster stock covered with much
(lebris and similar organic matter to wash such material off the shells
in a reasonably thorough manner with ordinary clear sea water before
placing such oyster stock in the floats for treatment.

Biologic Principles Involved.

The oyster, by reason of its biologic principles of growth and life,
is practically a small pump with a sieve or strainer on the intake line.
The flow of water set up between the shells of the oyster for the
oxygenation necessary to its metabolism is, at the same time, strained
of the minute organismhs present therein, constituting the food sup-
ply. Any other fine particles guspended im the water, including sew-
;ge when present and bacteria, are at the same time strained out
writh its food supply. t The material so strained passes through the
alimentary canal of the oyster, being utilized as suitable for food
supply, or rejected and passed through. Occasionally irritant par-
ticles are strained out of t.he water. These are summarily and forcibly
ejected almost immediately after their entrance into the shells, with-
out passing through the alimentary canal. Bacteria and nonfood
particles entering the alimentary canal are apparently passed through
alnd ejected practically unchanged in from four to six-hours. It is esti-
]nated that about 50 g0llons of Water each 24 hours is passed between
the shells of an oyster (luring the active feeding season. The amount
of water so passed varies dire&tly 'with the temperature of the water
and oyster. Below temperatures of 400 to 450 Fahrenheit very small
quantities of water are passed, barely sufficient to supply oxygenation
necessary to support the dornnAnt' metabolism of the so-called hiber-
nation stage. This explains the apparent improvement noted in
oysters grown in polluted areas during such low temperatures.

Results of the PoceSs.

The hypochlorite of calcium practically sterilizes and clears the
sea water in which the oysters sre placed. The water, for a brief
period following the addition of the hypochlorite, is more or less irri-
tating to the oyster, which repeatedly and forcibly rejects the water.
This removes mechanically gross particles, such as mud and the like,
from within the outer chamber between the shells, and for this rea-
son the oysters when opened present a nice, clean appearance. Like-
wise the organic matter on the outside of the shells is loosene(d and
more or less disintegrated and falls from the shells, leaving the ex-
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ternal appearance of the oyster stock considerably iniproved for
marketing and removing to a considerable degree the' danger of
contamination of the oyster meats during shucking.
With the disappearance of the excess of chemical from the water,

the oyster resumes "drinking," i. e., passing water between its shells.
The water is now practically sterilized and clear of suspended organic
matter, and in passing through the oyster it mechanically cleans the
outer and inner chambers between the shells of practically all material
usually present therein. This material and the contents of the alimen-
tary canal, having been within the oyster, were not sterilized by the
first application of hypochlorite, aid upon ejection into the water in
which the. oysters are floated, agaMin pollute the water moderately.
This necessitates the second application of hypochlorite, following
which the water and oysters are both comparatively clean and sterile.
The washing process incident to the oyster's drinking the treate(d
water is then permitted to continue for the duration of the secon(d
period of from 12 to 18 hours, following which the oysters are removed
for marketing.
The bacteriological results obtained by the above-described -treat-

ment of oysters showing accepted etidence of pollution are best visu-
alized in the accompanying table, which is self-explanatory. Several
samples were taken from different parts of the float, both before and
after treatment, in a series of 13 runs from August 9 to September
23, 1920, and the average bacteriological results obtained in each run
are tabulated.

Bacteriological r7sult8 of hypochlorite process of oyster purification.

.verave Average Average
B. col B. coli Quantity per cent

Run score of sosre of of oysters reduction Source of oysters.
No. oystes oy5sters tieated of B. Coll oreo yses

berore after (bushels). after
treatment. treatment. treating.

1 23 2 46 91. 1 Raritan Bay betweenl Great Kills anjd Prince.4.
2 50 5 50 9. g aa
3 230 23 20 90.1 Jamaica Bay, Big Channel, Canarsie.
4 14 4 60 71.4 Raritai BDay between Great Kills and Princes

5 14 4 150 7L4 go.
6; 5 3 60 40.0 Do.
7 4 2 50 50.0 Do.
8 14 5 60 64 3 Do.
9 41 4 15 90.2 Raritain Bay, off South Beach.
10 2 1 00 MLO 'Raritan Bay between Great Kills and Prince3.i

Bay.
o11 320 4 25 9 7 RartanBay, near Great Beds, Light Amboy.
12 320 3 20 99.0 Jamaica Bay, Sweetwater area near Inwood.
13 320 23 15 92. g Jamaica Bay, Big Channel, Canarsie.
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Disusson os Concuson

It will be noted readily that the reduction of B. coli following the
process is more marked in oysters which were originally more heavily
polluted in those which were but moderately or slightly polluted.
This experience confirms and parallels that found in the applica-
tion of -hypochlorite for the purification of water supplies.
In oysters scorng in the neighborhood of 50 or more, an average

reduction of 90 per cent.of the B. coli content can be confidently
expected from the process.

It is apparent that an average reduction of 90 per cent in the
B. coli score of an oyster originally scoring 500, the maximum index.
of pollution, will just about bring such oysters to the neighborhood
of 50, the maximum score allowed for marketable oysters. Since
this degree of reduction just about meets sanitary standards, and
allows no leeway for a safety factor, it should not be per-missible.
It is believed that oysters with an original score of 230-320 repre-
sent about the maximum pollution which can be safely reduced to
an acceptable score and yet provide the desired factor- of safety.
In other words, in dealing with oysters of known considerable pollu-
tion, the rule should be that the greater the original degree of pollu-
tion, the greater the. allowance should be for a safety factor, in
admitting such processed oysters to market.
In a general way, this would permit the marketing of oysters from

large oyster-bearing areas now restricted to marketing during the
hibernation or other restricted period fixed for such areas, during
the entire season, by the use of this process during the season now
prohibited.
From the public health standpoint, in an administrative way, the

process should be handled in much the same manner that pasteuri-
zation of milk is controlled. The ideal plan would be the utiliza-
tion of a central oyster treatment plant, preferably supervised by
State or local authorities. Such a plant could be operated on a
cooperative basis by. the local oystermen. And, finally, the applica-
tion of the process by individual oystermen -in their local business
has been demonstrated- to be entirely feasible and desirable, if
properly supervised.
Such process treatment of all oysters marketed, regardless of

origin, would insure an additional safety factor to public health.
383130-21--3
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EXTRACTS FROM REFEENCES IN AVAILABLE UTERATURE
PERTAINING TO SPLEEN EXAMINATIONS IN MALAIA.

In connection with the spleen examinations of school boys in
Mitchell County, Ga., recently reported by Special Expert M. A.
Barber and Acting Assistant Surgeon C. P. Coogle, United States
Public Health Service,' the following review of available literature
pertaining to spleen examinations in other countries has been pre-
pared at malaria field headquarters. It is felt that the emplovment
of spleen examinations, particularly among school children, may be a
simple measure of easy application for the determination of malaria
prevalence, a measure which, perbaps, has not received anywhere in
the United- States the attention to which it is entitled. It is hoped
that through the State and local health authorities, spleen examina-
tions of from 50,000 to 100,000 school children can be secured during
1921, in widely separated sections of the United States. These
spleen examinations will be checked by other methods of determining
malaria prevalence; and it is believed that a careful study of the
findings will enable us to determine whether this procedure, which
is -so easy of -application, can be employed as a satisfictory measure
of malaria prevalence in the United States.
In ascertaining the prevalence of malaria in any locality, Stephens

and Christophers (1904) state as follows relative to the importance
of spleen exnations:
The method of determining to what extent enlargement of the

spleen occurs has been largely used.' Spleen enlargement due to
ordinary malarial infection tends to disappear, once the individual
has ceased to suffer from the disease. In. very malarious countries,
where each individual, after childhood, has become highly immu-
nized, the-adult p;opulation usually shows no splenic enlargement.
In less malatious regions the adults have not become highly immu-
nized, aid a certain percentage of them will be found wth- enlarged
spleens and malarial infection. The use, then, of the percentage of
adults with enlarged spleens is not a-reliable method of determining
the real intensity of malaria.
In children the spleen enlargement appears to require a certain

time to become apparent, and it takes a certain time to disappear
as the malarial infection disappears with ensuing immunity. In
the examination of children we find-

In the early ages, 1 to 2 years, the number infected is usually in
excess of those showing splenic enlargement.
,Above 2 years the spleen rate is usually somewhat in excess of

the parasite rate.
Above 10 years, the spleen rate is usually considerably in excess

of the .parasite rate,,
Pubb. Health Reports, Apr.'8,1924i 7 -.
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In-the use of a spleen census one should then avoia a mixed adult
and child count, and children between the ages of 2 years and 10
years should be chosen.

It seems clear that the comparison of the malaria prevalence in
widely different regions, by means of the percentage of enlarged
spleens in the children, i' not possible. It has been found, however,
in som.e tropical regions, like Bengal, that the parasite rate and spleen
rate in children vary proportionately. Here the spleen rate was
always about double that of the parasite rate. (Stephens, J. W. W.,
and Christophers, S. R.,.The Practical Study of Malaria, pp. 263-4.
The University Press of Liverpool, London, 1904.)
James (1920), in describing.his methods of studying endemic

malaria in the Tropics, relates the following as the manner of obtain-
ing the spleen rate:
In villages in the Tropics it.is seldom difficult, after the objects of

the inquiry have been tactfully explained to, the people, to collect
a crowd of children who, by the distribution of sweets or coppers,
can be persuaded to submit to clinical examination with a view to
ascertaining the presence and degree of 9plenic enlargement.. The
examination should be carried.out as thoroughly as circumstIances
permit, but it. nearly always has to be made while the child is in the
erect posture. The size of the spleen should be stated as being one,
two, three, etc., fingers' breadth below the edge of the costal margin.
The term splenic index is used to denote the percentage of children

between the ages of.2 and 10 years who have enlarged spleens due to
malaria; however, in field work it is best not to limit the examination
of children to those ages, but to examine all people who will.permit it.
It is often quite as important to know the adult spleen rate in a com-
munity as it is to know the rate in children. (James, S. P.,.Malaria
at Home and Abroad, p. 96. Bale & Danielsson, London, 1920.)
Ross (1910), i his chapter on malaria in the community, gives

concretely the avantages and defects of the spleen rate relative to
the index in malaria. He treats of the subject as follows:

It is known that the spleen enlarges sufficiently to be detected by
palpation in a considerable proportion of infected persons. Such
enlargement is discoverable with certainty and in a few seconds by
the fingers pressed under the ribs of the left side, and anyone-hos-
pital assistants, nurses, and laity-can detect it. The persons to be
examined are passed in a line before the examiner, while another per.
son records the results; and with good management 100 people can
be thus inspected in an hour, or else one can.do. the work by house
to house inspection.
The method is open to the following defects:
(a) The enlargement may be so slight in a small proportion of:

cases, especially in early infections,_ that it may be overlooked in
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them if we use palpation only. Generally, however, there is fever,
or a history of recent fever, in such oases.

(b) The spleen of healthy infants is sometimes so easily palpable
that the unskilled observer may think that it is enlarged.

(c) Not all infected persons show palpable spleens.
(d) Not all splenomegalous persons are necessarily infected.

Generally speaking, however, widespread splenomegaly is due to
malaria.
The advantages of the method are: (1) That the enlargement

can be detected, practically with certainty and in a few seconds, by
almost anyone; (2) that the method can be applied with little trouble
to enormous numbers of people, thus practically avoiding the error
of random sampling.
We must note that a smaller degree of splenic enlargement can

be detected by percussion (as practiced by medical men) than merely
by palpation. By the former method we can nearly always detect
Some enlargement in malaria. On the whole, we can conclude that
some degree of splenic enlargement probably exists in 95 to 100 per
cent of all persons infected with malaria, but that the enlargement
is greit enough to be palpable only in about 75 to 90 per cent of
cases.

Thus, by the term splcnic aisx is generally meant the percentage
of persons in whom enlargement is detectable by palpation only.
In what proportion of persons wi-th enlarged spleen are there no

plasmodia at all? It is ip ible to say; but we may give 20 per
cent as a rough conjectural. estimate.

It would thus seem that the spleen index is much nearer the truth
than the parasite index, provided that the splenomegaly is really
due only to. the malari&
The number of persons with parasites, but without splenomegaly,

seems to bean important .figure, because such cases are due to recent
infections, before the spleen has had time to become enlarged-
especially in children.
The average spleen. enlargement depends not only on the degree of

enlargement but also on the proportion of infected persons (general
malaria rate), and may be looked upon as an index of the average
amount of illness caused bymal in the community. The average
enlarged spl"en indicates only the degree of enlargement, where it
exists. Several useful deductions may be drawn from figures: Mums,
numerous small enlargements would tend to indicate many reent
infections; and numerous large one with few small ones, a past
epidemic.

"Generally considered, the study of the splene enlargment, so
impaortant-for publlio. health work;-ha& been curiously neglected in
medical literature. ...--
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Ross concludes that, as a general rule, the spleen index (obtain-ed
by palpation only) is by far the best method of measurement in
determining the degree of endemic malaria. It requires no great
skill; it can often be applied to almost all the people in a community;
and it should yield by itself a very nearly correct measure of the
actual malaria rate. As a rule, local conditions, race, and conmplicat-
ing diseases are likely to cause a percentage of error far smaller than
that due to the insufficient random sampling which must always
attend the laborious estimation of the parasite -index (the advocates
of which frequently overlook this important point). - (Ross, R., The
Prevention of Malaria, pp. 220-224. John Murray, London, 1910.)

Daniels and Newham (1911), in discussing the endemic index in
malaria, give the value of the splenic index in the following statement:
The spleen test, or the proportion of persons with enlarged spleens,

is useful if age and race are taken into account. It is of more value
amongst Negroes than amongst other races, as the Negro spleen
does not continue to enlarge after immunity has been acquired, in
the same way that the spleens of many individuals of other races do.
The test can be used easily, as there is nothing in the examination
to excite, alarm, or frighten children, and can be made more quickly
than any other examination.

It indicates only antecedent, probably remote, infection, and is
less certain proof- of antecedent infection than the presence of para-
sites. A large proportion with enlarged spleens between 2 and 5
years of age is an indication of a high endemic index. If the presence
of malaria in a district is proved, the absence of enlarged spleens in
Negro adults or a low proportion between 10 and 15 years of age is
equally a proof of high endemic index; whilst if the proportion of
enlarged spleens in adult Negroes is appreciabh,- or large in those
between 10 and -15, the endemic index is low. It is noted, however,
that with no other race but the Negro can such conclusions be drawn
with certainty.
The determinations obtained by the spleen test are less likely to

be influenced by meteorological conditions than the test by blood
examinations; they are easier to make and can be made in a larger
number of cases, but otherwise are less accurate, as the conditions
that lead to splenic enlargement after malar'ial infection vary and
are not thoroughly understood, and splenic enlargement in a varying
proportion is due to other causes. (Daniels, C. W., and Newham,
H. B., Laboratory Studies in Tropical Medicine, 3d edition, p. 463.
Bale & Danielsson, London, 1911.)

Dainiels (1913) asserts that the test of the prevalence of enlarged
spleen has fallen undeservedly into disuse on account of the manner
in which it was at one time a-bused in India by the laity as well -as-
by medical men. With the following limitations it is of considerable

88QY7 Aiprll 22, 1021'.
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value: That other diseases are also causes of enlargment of the spleen
and that, therefore, where these diseases are prevalent, the value of
the test is greatly reduced; that the examination should be limited
to children, as in adults of other races, East Indians, etc., chronic
enlargement of the spleen, whether as the result of early infection of
malaria or not, persists throughout adult life, and may even inerease.
With Negro races the results obtained by the spleen test are of

high value. With other races, only the examinations made of chil-
dren up to 15 years of age are valuable.
The advantages of the method of spleen examination are that: (I)

There is less opposition to palpation of the abdomen in children than
to blood examination; (2) that the examinations can be made more
quickly than the examination of blood for parasites and far more
quickly than differential leucocyte counts; (3) that with little train-
ing, moderately reliable results may be obtained by trustworthy men
with no medical education; (4) that the condition of the spleen does
not vary so rapidly as tbe number of parasites in the blood. Thus
a spell of cold or wet weather will often result in an increase in the
proportion of persons in whose blood the parasites are sufficiently
numerous to be readily found, whilst the probabilities of a new infec-
tion are not affected by such meteorological changes. The 'size of
the spleen is affected by such changes to a very slight extent. (Dan-
iels, C. W., Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, 2d edition, pp. 83-4.
Bale & Danielsson, London, 1913.)

Deaderick and Thompson (1916) state, relative to spleen rate and
the endemic index, that they believe that the spleen rate would not
disclose the true endemic index of regions in the southern United
States. They note that elsewhere the prevalence of splenic enlarge-
ment has been employed to calculate the extent of paludism, this
method requiring much less time than the examination of the blood.
In their experience the spleen rate and the endemic index estimated
by a microscopic examina:tion of the blod do not usually correspond
even approximately.
Quoting Stephens and Christophers, a selection of seven localities

in India gave an average spleen rate of 31.46 and a corresponding
parasite rate of 14.4. (Deaderick, Wm. H., and Thompson, L. T.,
The Endemic Diseases of the Southern States, pp. 38-39. 1916.)

DEATHS DURING W ENDED APIL 9, 192L.
Svumw of inf_rmtion rwived by telemp&fom indstriad insurance cmania for
we; endd Apr. 9, 1921, and corresponding wed, 1920. (From the " We4eky Hea**
Index," Apr. 12, 1921, issud by te Bureau of the Cesus, Departnt # Cemmf.:)

AWLk, 1 eCwee, in.

Polici in force.....: * *a*0 *6* *.W OD .-0.....' 04-5X 42.873 3.
Number of death clasm s... . 9,92 8,878
Death claim per 1,000 policies in force.. 10.8 10.8
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Deaths from all causes in certain large cilies of the United States during the week ended
Apr. 9, 1921, infant mortality, annual death rate, and comparison with correspondingweek of precedig sear8. (From the " Weekly Health Index, " Apr. 12, ?921, s8sued by
the Bureau of the Cuenus, Department of Commerce.)

IWeek ended Deaths tinder 1IInfant
Apr. 9, 1921. Aeae year. mor-Estimate _--_--_ Aeagennual ___ talityCity. Estimatedn dannua ratepopulation, deathpe Week Previous weekJuly 1, 1921. Total Death rate per ended ended

deaths. rate.'i100. Apr.9, yearo Ap.9
l" years.' Er,?

Akron, Ohio.............._
Albany, N. Y........................
Atlanta, Ga..........................
Baltimore, Md........................
B'rmingham, Ala..............
Bosi'on, Mass.................

dgeport, Conn.............
Bualo, N. Y.................
Cam e Mass...................
Camden,?i.JI...
Chicago, IU...........................
Cincinnati, Ohio......................
Cleveland, Ohio......................
Columbus, Ohio......................
Dallas, Texas....................
Dayton, Ohio........................
Denver, Colo.........................
Detroit, Mich.........................
Fall River, Mass ..............
Grand Rapids, Mich.................
HIotston, TeXs...................
In a 1l Ind..................
Jery Cgt"y, Jo
Kanms City, Kans.
Kansas City, Mo.....................
Los Anreleq Calif.......... .... .

Leouiille, fy ........... ; .-

Lowell, M s.........................
Milwaukee, Wis......................
Minneapolis Minn.
Nahille, ien.....................
New- Bedf;rd, Mass.
New Haven, Con...................
New Orleans La.
New York 14 Y.:NrYr N.Y ....... ..........
Newark, i. J......................
Nortflk, Va.........................
Omaha, Nebr...
Paterson, N.J.
llaphia Pg .

...........

Pttsbmffi Wa....................
Portlnd, rag...........;
Providence, R. I....................
Richmond, V....... ..........
Rochester, N. Y......................
St. Louis, Mo...................
St. PaulW inn......
Salt M4e City, Utah...
San Francisco Calif. ..........
Seattle, Wash .......................
Spokane, Wah......................
Springfield, Mass.....................

8 ,N. Y....^...................TVodMo,dO.(hio.........................
Trenton, N. J.........................
Washngton, D. C....................
W on,Del......................
Yonkers,. Y........................
Youngtown, Ohio...................

I1 I__

.208,435
1154071
207,473
751, 537
186,133
757,634
149, 967
519,608
110,444
119,672

2, 78,655
403,418
831,138
245,358
16,282
158,119
263,152

1,070,450
120,668
141, 197
144,340
325,215i
302.758M
108,908
336,157
611,63
236,083
113,757
468,386
392,815
119 536
125.012
167.007
39,657

5,751,867
424, 88
121,260
197056
137,463

1,866 212
59,413
264,859
239,645
175,696
305.229
78,164
237, 781
121,595
520546

104,442
13,877

29696
122,760

113408
184972
109,324
139,432

39 9.8 511.7
46 20.8 C 21.5
61 15.3 C 16.4

223 155 A 19.2
57 16.0 A 19. 8

227 15.6 A 18.5
38 13.2 A 16. 8
144 14.5 C 18.6
21 9.9 .A 18.
32 13.9 .
625 11.7' A16.3
113 14.6! C 26.0
195 12.2! C14.4
65 13.8 C 21.4
49 1&5. A 13. 5
26, RK6 C 22.9
82 .2; A 15.7

227 11.1 .
35 15.1 C 15.2
27 10.0 C 14.0
41 14.8 .......
91 14.6 C 16.2
102 17.6 C23.5
27 13.5 ..........
87 13.5 C 24.2
174 14.8 A 13.0
68 15.0 C23.2
31 14.2 A 17.6
107 11.9 A 13.9
97 12.9 C 22.1
43 18.8 C20.5
30 12.5 A 18.0
51 15.9 C 17.5
132 17.4 A 21.3

1,440 13.1 C20.5
102 125 C26.2
21 10.3 ..........
72 19.1 ..........
52 19.7.
496 13.9 518.6
207 18.1 C 21.9
58 11.4 C il.2
62 13.5 C 24.4
50 14.8 C 1& 7
68 11.6 C 15.5
162 19 7 C 15.7
51 11.2 C 17.6
26 11.1 A 1Q.8
184 18.4 C 15.0
74 11.8 A1I.1
28 14.0 C1.0
34 13.0.
37 10.9 C 24.1
74 15.2 A 17.8
28 11.9 A 18.7
129 14.8 A18.0
30 13.8 C 22.8
68 19.2 C 24.48
35 17.7 A 12.6
35 1 .....-._

4

29

4
5

95

10
25

6
4
10
52
7
6

,11
10
16
2
9
13
3
8
29
9
6
4
4

23
224
13
3
9
7

84i
28
4
7
4
6
12
3
3
10
9

18
4
20
9
9
7
5

jv.

' 7
4CS5
3CS5
A 36
A 8
AM
AS
C 31
A 5

iA 142
C 21
C 34
C 10
A 3
C 11

t..........
C 9

.18~
C22

.Cl2
A 10
C 8
A 8
A 30
C 24
C 7
A 11
C 5
A 16
C291
C23

..........

.......... .

C 39
C1i
C14
C 14
C 12
C 21
C 12

A 7
C 4

A 14
A 7
A 12

....A3...

A 3
..........

38
90

72

67
81

105

78

104

35
129
140
51

.66

48

........

99
40

47

58
75
87
90
60

181

........

159
63

'Annualrate per 1,000 population.
"'A" indicates data fr the corre din rweek of the years 1913 to 1917, inclusive. 'C" indicates dataforetb ding week of the year 178.
3 Deatbs. 1yer per 1,000 birthsn annual rate based on deaths under 1 year for the week sudesimated bIrths fr 193. CitIe left blank are not in the registration area for births.
4 Enumrated popitioi Jan. 1, 190.
'Data bwed on taCtBd 1o15i, I,and 1917.
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PREVALENCE OF DISEASE.

No health department, State or local, can efectively preent or control disee without
knowledge of when, where, and unr wht conditions cages are occurring.

UNITED STATES.

CURRENT STATE SUMMMARIES.

Telegphi Repos for Wee Eided Ap. 192L
These reports are preliminary, and the figures are subject to change when later returns are reved by

the State health officers.

ALABAMA. Cae.
Chicken poX . . ............. 8
Hook-worm . . ............... 116
Measles. ................... . 9
Ophthalmianoonatorum.................. 1

allpox. ................. . 20
Trachoms................ . 1
Tuberes ... 12
Typhoid fever ............... 11

ARKANSAS.
Chckwn pox...................................
Diphtheria....................................
Eookwom....................................
Ifluenza......................................
Malaria........................................
Meases..........
Fellagra.......................................
Pneum ia....................................
Sarlet fever .........

SmaIlPO................................
Tahoms.....................................
Tuberculosis ......... .

Typhoid fever.................................
Whooping cough ..............................

CAIFORNA.

Clrebroapinalmeningitis:
Bereley..................................
LosAngee ..............................
San Frnciswo.............................

Influena.....................................
Lethargic encephalitis:

San Franeisco ............................
Visalla.........

'ypoid e................................
COLORADO.

Chikacf po .......... ....

Dihheip.................................Diphtheria....
Lethargic encephalitis-Nunn ..............
M.eal...

39
6
1

16
28
103
10
2
7

12
2
17
7

21

1
6
1

99

2
1

82
7

33
.5
I

w0

coLosADo-COtiu@d. Cases.
Scarlet ( ever...................... . 11

S m......................... .. 16
Typhoid fever. ...................... 11
Whooping cough ....... 1

Cerebrospinal meningtis................hicken pox....................... 57
Caoijunetivitia (infectious) ..................... 7
Plphtheria:

Hartford . ...................... 8
Scattering . . ............. 28

Germanmease.........o .... 3
Influenza.............. . 9
ethargic encephalitis .. 2

Malris . . ............. 2
Mesles:

Hartford. ............ 12
New Britain... ............ 28
Norfolk . . ............. 13
Waterbury. ............ 10
Scasttering............. . 53

Mumps.......... . . U
Pneumonia (lobar) ........... .27
Searlt fever:

Bridgeport ... 22
New Haven ............ , 28
Scattering . . ..............,

Septic sore thrat.......... .2
a ........ . . 1

Tuberosis (all fms)...........67
Typhoid fever ...........S....3
Whooping cough... . . 75

DELAWARI.
Chicken pox . .. 7
Diphtheria ...... . 9
Mesles ........... ....... 3
Mumps...... . 3
Pnam .......... . a
9eBt fever . ... o. 9
T_bu ..... l.......
TypboidLser ........... ........ .7
Whoping cough. ............... 10
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FLOA A Cases.
Cerebospnal meningitis .................

Diphtri ................. 6

Infein.............. I

Lerosy.2

Malaria .............. 17

Pneuni .............. 5

Sart r................

Sapox .............

Typhoid r. ............ 29

GEORGUI.
Chicken pox .............. 19

Diphtheria .............. 10

Dysentery (amebic) ..............2

Dysentery (baclllary) .............. 13

Influenza ..................
9

Malaria.. 69
Meales . . .................. 54
Mumps............ .. 10

Parstyphaid fever ................ I

Pneumonia............... 9
Scarlet fever............ 11

Septic sore throat.............. 4

Smapox..............

Tuberculos (all forms) ................ 38

Typhoid fever ................ 10

ILLnOLS.

Aprl 22, 1921.

KAXsA. Cases.
Chkcken po .... 118

Diphtheria....... 4d
Infuez...-. 7

Measles 523

Mumps.. 16
neumwnia..........,,,,,,,. 18

Scarlet fever.......... llt
SmallpOx . 20B
Trachoma ...I

Tuberculsis 75
Typhoid fever 3
Whooping cough. 70

Cerebrospinalmeningitis .....1

Diphtheria ...
.. 8

Pieomyelitis ..... 2

Smallpox..... 41

Typhoid fever ........ ,

Chicken pox 11
Diphtheria. 3
Influenza .
LeFhargic encephalitis .1

Me3les. ..

Mumps.7
Pneum ia

Cerebrospinal meningtis: ...........
2

Cbicago . .................... 4 Smallpox . .

Marshall County-Bell Rain Township 1 Tuberculosis...........C.
Diphtheria: Tuerulsi.Typ.oidfever.................4....4

Chieago. ......................... 1.57 W hoid.c .. .............16
Scattering ........ 53

Inflluenza.. ..2o MARYLAND.1

LPethargic encephalits-Chi.... ....... Cerebrospinalmeningitis .................. I

Potllmyelltis-Chicago............. 225
Chicken por...................58Pliomyelitis Chicago ....................... I ConjunctIritis .................. .Scarlet fever:. Diphtheria.. 28Chicago ........ 142 Germanmease.. 3

Peoia.................16 In...n.......
Rockford ...... 14 Malara
Springlleld ...... 15 Measles. 12Scattcring....... .. 1:Mumpe.. .

Smallpox: Pneumonla (al forms) ..78
East St. Ias.........L 8 Poliomyelitts........
Niantle ... 14 Saret fe-er.... .......... 47
Painfleld .............................. 35 Septic sore throat............ IRiicland County-Decker Township. 13 Smallpox.................................... 2
Rockford .............................. 11 Ttberculoss............ 73Scattering .............................. 101 ieer. ............ 10

Typhoid fever .............................. 8 Whooping cough. ............ 1

INDIANA MASACHUSETrs.
Diphtheia . ..................... St
Rabies-Lawrence County.....I Cerebrespinal meningitis..... 3
Sea8etfever .22 Chicken po ................................... 232

pox...................................... 161 Conunctivitts (suppurative) .................. 14
Typhoid fever.................................1 Diphtheria.165

German measw................ 23
IOWA.1¶enawars. ~~~~~~~~In'lenza................................ j0

OCebrospalmenlngitls-Grlnnen............ 1 Letlhargieencepbahtis .. 2
Dipth ....... 14 Measles..........--. 7
lSearletfever ....40 MGumps.12"mslpel=ptb}afeverfl...................................40Mms................................................................... ........

Thopso. 14 rel.agra.1I
Beattering ...... . .. 118 Pneumoni lotar) .. . 150

I Wek ended Friday.

--------- . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..J
Measles........................................ 523
Mumps........................................ 16
Irneunwnia.................................... 13
Seariet fever................................... 11,
Sm"POx...................................... 203
Trachoma I

Tubomukeis................................... 75
Typhoid fever................................. 3
Whooping cough .............................. 70

LDULSUXA.

Cerebrospinalmeningitis ...................... I
Diphtheria .................................... 8
Pdionlyelitis.................................. 2
Smallpox...................................... 41
Typhoid fever................................. 26

Chicken pox...... 11

-----------------------------Diphtheria .................................... 3
Influenza............ ..........................Le.1hargic encephalitis.........................Memles........................................Mumps........................................
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MAssACflUSET-contlntued.
CaRl

PoliomyeliiL ................ I
Scarletfever .............. 23(

Septic sore throat ............... 4

Tetanus ................

Trachoma ................

Trichinois ................. I

Tuberculosis (all forms) .............. 17(

Typholdfevra ....... ... .......

Whooping cough ............... 181

MINNESOTA.
Chicken pox................ 15

Diphtheria ................ 74

Measles ................ 4t
Pneumonia................ 5
Poliomyelitis .................1

Scarlet fever .......... 133

Smallpox:
Minneapolis .......... 83

Scattering ..........Z.30
Tuberculosis ........... 61

Typhoid fever .......... 26

Whooping cough ........ 3

Diphtheria .......... 4

Scarlet fever .......... 1

Smallpox.......... 29

Typhoid fever ......... 12

MO T-ANA.
Diphtheria...................................
Scarlet fever...................................
Smallpox....................................
Typhoid fever.................................

NEBRASKA.

4
4

26
2

Cerebrospinal meningitis:
Davenport ........,,,,... 1

Gage County .......1.. .. I
Chicken pox................................. 25

Diphtheria ................................. 5

German measles ................................ 1

Influenza................................. 1.

Lethargic encephalitis-Omaha..................
ifeasles ................................. 145

Mumps................................. 6

Pneumonia................................. 4

Scarlet fever:
Spalding ................................. 17

Ecattering ................................. 83

Smallpox:
Adams County............................. 12

Bennington ............................... 11

Byron ......................... 12

Hitchcock County......................... 10
Omaha ................................. 13
Walthili ................................. 12

Scattering ................................. 45
Tubercosis.. 4
Typhoid fever .1

Whooping cogh. 2

NEW JERSEY.

Cerebrospinalmeningitis. 4
Chicken pox................................. 2Q
Diphthoea 158

892
NEW JzrSEY-continued.

Cases.
Influenza .......................... 31

Measles.......2518](los ~~........................... 2.

Pneumonia........................... 133
Poliomyelitis ........................... I
Scarlet fever

. .......................... 237

Smallpox .......................... 17

Trachoma ........................... 3

Trichinosis ........................... I

Typhoid fever. .......................... 9

Whooping cough ................. 319

NEW MEXICO.

Chicken pox...................................
Diphtheria ..................................
German measles..............................
Measles......................................
Mumps........................................
Pellaga................
Pneumonia ..................................
Scaret fever...............................
smapox......................................
Tuberculosis..................................
Typhoid fever...............................
Whooping cough.............................

6

20
1

53
4

1
4

11

6
47
3
17

NEW YORK.

(Exclusive of New York City.)

Cerebrospinal meningitis ................., 3
Diphtheria . .191
Influenza. . 3
Lethargic cacephalitis..6
Measles . .907
Paratyphoid fever . ...........,.,1
Pneumonia . .259
Scarlet fever. 231
Smallpox . . 21
Tetanus ..

Trachoma. . 3
Typhoidfever.. 26
Whooping cough . ............... 405

NORTH CAROLINA.

Cerebrospinal meningitis. 3
Chicken pox .89
Diphtheria .21
German meales. 7
Measles .700
Ophthalmia neonatorm. 2
Poliomyelits .1
Scarlet fever .12
Septic sore throat. 6
SmaUpox................. 112
Typhoid fevr .10
Whooping cough.377

SOUTH DAKOTA.
ChickenpOX.14
Diphtheria .......... 16
Meas .7.
Pneumonia .. 8
Sarlet fever .22
Smapox. .58
Tuberulosis .1
Typhoid fever ................................ 1

L

I
1
1

I
r

I

I
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TXAS. Cae.

Chicken pox.......... 50
Diphtheria .......... . 11
Influenza . . ........ 24
Meas .......... . 151
Sarlet fever . . ........ 12
Smallpox . . ........ 32
Typhoid fever .......... 7

VERMONT.
Chicken pox .......... 40
Diphtheria .......... 11
Influenza .......... I
Mease ... ?
MumpS ... 12
Scarlet fever ........... 15
Smailpor......... .. 6
Typhoid fever ........... 2
Whooping cugh ............ 6

WASINGTON.
Chicken pox........... 70
Diphtheria ........... 13
Influenza ........... 12
Meales ........... 82
Mumps........... 6

Pneumonia........... 3
Scarlet fever ....... 16
Smallpox ........ 123
Tubeulo ............. 11
Typhoid fever .......... 4
Whooping cough .......... 17

WEST VIRGINA.
Diphtheria ........ 9
Meaeles:

Elkins ....... . . .............. 9

April 22, 1921.

WST VIRGIMA-continued.
Measles-Continued. Cases.

Williamson. .................. 10
Scattering ................... 24

Scarlet fever. .................................. 19
Smallpox:

Bluefleld . .................... 20
Scattering. ..................... 15

Typhoid fever. ..................... 2

Milwaukee:
Cerebrospinal meningitis .................. 1
Chicken pox . .................. 57
Diphtheria ...................... 23
German meales. ..................... 2
Lethargic encephalitis ..................... I
Mcasls. ..................... 4
Scarl2t fever . .................. 37
Smallpox . .................... 16
Tubteroulosis . ................... 28
'Whooping cough . ................ 14

Scattering
Cerebrospinal meningitis .................. 2
Chicken pox...................... 168
Diphtheria .. .................... 41
German measl's ....................... 1
Influenza ...................... 79
Measles ................................ go
Ophthalmia neonatorum..................1
PoliOmYltis ...................... 2
Scarlet fever ....................... 11
Smallpox...................... 139
Tuberculosis ...................... 13
Tvphoid fever.............................
Whooping cough. lO

Distr of Columbia and Kentucky Reports for Week Ended Apr. 9, 1921.
DISTRICT OF COLMBA.

C
Oerebrospinal meningitis....................
Chicken pox........ .. .

Diphtheria...................................
Influenza ...................................
Lethargic encephalitis.......................
Measles......................................
Scalet fever.................................
Tuberculoeis................................
Typhoid fever...............................
Whooping cu h.............................

KNUCKY.

Cerebrospinal meningitis:
Jefferson County .....................0s
Warren County..........................

Chicken pox.................................
Diphtheria:

Yefferson County........................
Scattering...............................

German measles.............................
Influeza....................................

ases.
' 1
34
7
2
.11

231

25
3

'1I

1

13

8
8
3

11

KENTUCKY-- continusd.
Measl'es: C

Boyd County...........................
Granit County ........... .

Harlan County..........................
Jefferson County............

Scattering...............................
Mumps ...................................Pamtyphoid fever...........................
Pneumonia.................................
Scarlet feyer:

Jefferson County........................
Scattering...............................

Fulton County...........................
amve Connty...........................
Knop County...........................
Scattering...............................

Tondili>s...................................
Trco a...................................

Jerlerson County..........................
Scatter ng...............................

Typhoid fever................................
Wnfooping coug-i ............................

hse3.
39

.23.
8

.26

14
18
3
14

20
11

30
19
9
39
4
2

13
8

13
28
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SUMMARY OF CASES REPORTED MONTHLY BY STATES.

The following summary of monthly State reports ia published weekly anud covers only those States from
which reports are received d'iring the ctrrent week:

-- C

Al*bam_(March) ....................... f 41 24 12 9_9 4 35 529 73
C4lorado (Februr) ..........................2 138 12 ...... 9l78 1 2 95 299 5
Connecticut (March) ..........................6 e-4 *3 1 7797 ...... 2 575 I 14
Florida f"0farch) .................2........ 2 51 .4 57 140 6 1 17 321%j
lassachusetts (March) .......................14 7....9 123 4 2.36 2 7 1.251 12 52
New Meco (Januaryj ............................ 103 6 ...... 6%0 ..... ...... 37 11 8
New Mexico (February)................1...I 11 9 1 519 ...... ...... 43 15 3
NewAeico (March) ............... 1 41 4 3 525 4 1 24
'%ermont;(March) .................... .... 25 3 ...... 6.91 ...... .. ....... 44 10

- ~~~RECIPROCAL NOTIFCATION.

Connotnttc (March, 1921.

Cases of communihabls disa1ses referred durinq March, 1921, to o 7hrState health depart.
ment8 by Department of Health of-the State of Connecticu.

NewftanMe c(alitryo10f6 .6ot37fi-

caldItiiOtYofn. tS Referred to health authority of- WVhy referred..

Diphtheria: 3
Norwalk,onn.....-...... 8tatcBo&rdofHeIa1th,NewrkcN-.J. Onset OrdicaXsef vdays after ar-

. ~~~rival in Norwralkc, Con., from
NeCarkt-, N. J.

Measles:Waseno Comnicab.........di e rdo................ ... 1..... Onsetd ayafterarrival in Wdarn........ ........ *. .....Coiin., from Montclair, N. J.,
where measles ea presenot in
her hopsehtrd.

Smlpox:Bethel, Conn .............. State DBoartmentodHealth, Ar - This casehad bfenin contrtwith
bany, N. Y. asallpoxcawin Elmwarkst,L.J.

Measletsever:Warren, Conn ............... do .......... Onset twodaysaater arrival ia
Litchfeld,Conn., from Pelha

mamlor N. Y
artfordlConn.State.....do epartmentof.Health, AlT is ftHartfordd Conn., forbrny, N.Y- asaBrooklyn N. Y., pa ter sontwt

with S frvet fever.:
Grotoh,Coed ........... .... ...do .Onset ofdisasetwodaysafte r ar -

rival ine rotoa,Con n., from
Ellis Island sta-

Hartford, Coon.do.Pntion, New Yord,Con.f
WYatertown,Con.. .... StateHealthD¢partmentsoffollowr- 200 pupils of piae sehool in.....ing States: New York, Mawhu- BrWtertokn orn. , aftereturntd

setts, Ohio, Tenne, Michigan, homeo after exposare tosaftar
lBs rkaneas,Pensyrlvainiafavor G o .f.

Indianl C ornian Iinnesota,
Nrh(adna Loisiana, West

Virginia, Florias, Rhode island,
Kentucky, 1ltinois,nNe,NwYk
New Jersey Texas, Delaoware,
Winoming,ga ks: oma, Wasshing-
ton, uransas, Was, Pnton, D. C.

Indan Caiona.Mneoa
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PLAGUE.'

HUMAN CASES OF PLAGUE REPORTED.

Place.

April 22, 1921.

Period covered.

Californis: 1921.
Sa BenitoCounty ......... Feb. 7

I A smmary of the reports received of the occurrence of plague and the finding ofplagueinfected rodents
in the United States during 920 was published in Public Xealth Reports, Jan. 7,1921, p. 15.

PLAGUE-INFECTED RODENTS.

Place. Period covered.

Florid 1921.
Pensacola ........... Jan. 1 to Mar.9.

Mar. 10 to Apr. 16.
Ldouisiana:

New Orle3ns ............Jan. 1 to Feb. 19.
Feb. 20 toApr.11
Apr. 12 .to .

Apr. 13 to 16 ................

CITY REPORTS FOR WEEK ENDED APR. Z 1921.
CE1tEOSPINAL MENINGITIS.

The coluimn headed "Median for previous years" 'ives the median number of cases reported during the
corresponding weeks of the years 1915 to 1W, incluslIve. In instances in which data for the full six years
are incomplete, the median is that for the number of years for which information is available.

Week ended Week endedMedian Apr. 2,1921. Modiaf Apr. 2, 1921.
Place. fo r.I ______ Place. frpeVious vious

years Cases. Deaths. years. Cases. Deaths.

California: Missouri:
LosAngeles. . 1 St. Louis .2 2 2
San Francisco.'...... 1 New Jersey:

Conneelict: Bloomfield ....°?0 1.
BridgeporO ....01 PhilNpsburg.0 1 1

fnls5: INew York-:
Chicago. . 3 3 2 NewYork ............ 12 R 2
East St. Louis 0 1 1 North Carolina:

Maryland: Greensboro .0 1
isaltIinoe .. 1 1.. Ohio:

Massachusetts: Cleveland ............ 1 ........
Boston .. 1 2 1 Pennsylvania:
New Bedford .. 0 1 ...... Philadelphia ........ 2 1

lichign: .Wisconsin:
Detroit . ........ 2 1 Superior ............. 1.

MInneO=ta_
St. Paul....... . 0..... 1

DIPHTHERIA.

See p. 902; als Telegraphic weekly reports from States, p. 890, and Monthly
summaries by States, p. 894.

I
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CITY REPORTS FOR WEEK ENDED APR. 2, 1921-Continued,

INFLUENZA.

Place. Cases. Deaths. Place. Cases. Deaths.

Alabama:
Birmingham ............

California:
Alameda.................
Long Beach..............
Los Angeles..............
Oakland..................
San Francisco............

Connecticut:
Hartford..................

District of Columbia:
Washington..............

Georgia:
Savannah...............

Illinois:
Chicago..................

Indiana:
Torre Haute..............

Kansas:
Lawrence................

Louisiana:
New Orleans.............

Maine:
Portland.................

Mryland:
Baltimore................
Cumberland.............

Massachusetts:
Boston...................
Chelsea..................
Lynn.....................
North Adams............
Saugus...................

Michigan:
Detroit...................
Grand Rapids............

Minnesota:
Minneapolis.............

Missouri:
Kansas City..............

New Jersey:
Clifton....................
Harrison.................

- -

1
1

13

3

1

..........

11

..........

..........

6

28
1

2
1
2
5

3
4

1

4

2

1

5

..........

..........

..........

1

1

4

1

1

2

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........
1

5

..........

..........

New Jersey-Continued.
Hoboken................
Jersey City..............
Kearny..................
Pasaic...................
Trenton..................

New York:
Buffalo.
Mount Vernon.
NewYork.
Niagara Falis..........
North Tonawanda.......
Saratoga Springs......
Schenectady.............
Yonkers.................

North Carolinoa:
Rocky Mount............

Ohio:
Canton ..................
Cincnnati................

Oregon:
Prortland .................

Penn3ylvania:
Philadelphia............

Rhode I31and
Pawtucket.
Providenc........

Tennessee:
Nashv ille.........

Texas:
Dallas....................

Utah:
Salt Lake City.

Virginia:
Roanoke................

Washington:
Seattle...................

West Virginia:
CJtarle4ton
Huntington..............

Wi3con4in:
La Crosse...............
Milwaukee...............

19'''''''i'19
1
3

2
11

142
1
4

2

1
1

3
..........

..........

8

........3.

1
..........

3

1.

..........

..........

2.
11 .

.........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

10
..........
..........
..........

'''''''''i
..........

1

4

2

..........

..........

..........

1.... .

1.... .

LEPROSY.

Place. Cases. -Deaths.

Louisiana:
New Crleans ........ . . .......................................... ..........

LETHARGIC ENCEPHALITIS

Place. Cases. Deaths. Place. Ca. Deaths.

Connecticut: New York:
Bridgport............... 1 1 Ithaca.................... 1

Illinois: 'Ore&on:
Oak Park. .......... 1 rortland 1 2

New Jersey: Wisconsun:
JerseyCity....1 waukee. 1.
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Cul REPORTS FOR WEEK ENDED APR. 2, 1921--Continued.
MALARIA.

Plc. Cases. Deaths. Place. Cases. Deaths.

Alabama: Now Jersey:
mu b .........I..... . . . Hackensack . 1

Geor : ~~~~~~~~NewYork:
Athanta .. . New York. ............... 1 ..........

Bnswick ............... ........... North Carolina:
9aaN& .........4 ..... . Salisbury ...............

filinois: Ohio:

Louisiana 1South CarJina:
New Osleans ............. 2 1 Charleston. .....2..... .. 2

Massachuscts: Texas:
Boston ................... I. Dallas..................4
Chelse . .1.

Michigan:
Detroit .................. 1. .

MEASUM.

Seo p. 902; also Telegraphic weekly reparts froma States, p. 893, and Mionthly
summaries by States, p. 894.

PELLAGRA.

Place. CAses. Deaths. Ple. Cases. Deaths.

Alabam: Michigan:
Birminoam ............. 1.......... Pontiac.................. .......... I
Mobile .... .......... ...... 1 Virginia:

('eorgia: . Richmond................ I...1
Atlanta.................1............ I

PNEUMONIA (ALL FORMS).

Alabama:
Anniston.. 2
Birminfm ....... ..........

Montgomery ........
Arizonia: ITucson ....... ..........

Arkansas:
Little Rock ...... 1

California:
Alameda.... ..........

Eureka.... ..........

LongBeach ..........
Los Angeles..2
Oakland......
Pmadenas....
Sacramento..... ..........

San Bernardino.... ..........

San Diego .... ..........

San Fraso.... 8
Santa Brba ....r ..........

Stockton .... ..........

Colorado:
Colorado Springs......... ..........

Denver............ .. ........
Pueblo............ .. ........

Conneeticut
Bridgeport. .............. 3
Bristol........ 2
Greenwic......... 1
Hartford. ................ 5
Meriden. ................. 1
ilfrd ........ 1
New Hav.
New London.. ......
NorwaL............
8 .....0....... ..........

W ~~~~...... ..........

..........

2

5

........ii
3

..........i
2

1
7
2
1

1
1

..........

..........

.........

.......... .I

.........

21
12
2

u

II

GeIorga:
Atlanta............ I
Savannah ............. !1

Idaho:
Boise . ...... 2.

Illinois:
7Alton . ..... 7

Bloomington. ....... ...
Chicagp.......185 50
Danvile ...... ..1.
Dezatur ......... ......1

East St. Louis ........2
Evanston . ............. ....2 .
Gale,burg . ..... 2.
OakPark . ..... 7 1
Peoria . . ..... 1
Rockford.. 1
Rock Island ........ 1.

ludiana:
East Chicago..................... 3
Elkhart ........ i...... 1
Fort Wayne........l ...... 1
Gary ................. ...... I
Hammond .......... ......... 1
Huntington ....... 1
Inianapolis .. ........ 10
.okom.......

Marion ................ ......... I

Muncie . . ........1Msouthd............. .........';
TereMunce........ ........... ..........SouthDndad .............. ..

Terre Bhute.......... .1...
counci Bluffs............ 2
Keokuk...... 1
Muscatine ......... 2......
An kan City . ........ . 1
KanssEQty ...........
Wichita.... l . 4

. . ..
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CTY REP01RT FOR WEE DED APR. 2; 1921-Continued.

PNEUMONIA (ALL ORMS) -Continued.

Plae. Cases.

Kentucky:
Covmgton................
Louisville................
New Orleans.............

Maine:
Biddeford................
Portland.................
Snford..................

Marland:
Baltimore................
Cumberland..............
Adams..................
Amesbury................
Attleboro................
Beverly..................
Boston...................
Brockton...............
Brookline..Boll e................Cambridge................Chsa.....;
Everett...................
Fall River................
Gardner.................
Greenfield...............
Holyoke.................
Loominster...............
Lowel....................
Lynn.....................
Maiden...................
New Bedford .............
Newton ..................
Northampton............lPeabody.................
Plymouth.........Salem .............
Somerville................
Southbridge.............
§primgfield...............
Taunton...................Westfield..................
West Springfield..........
Worcester................Michigan:
Ann Arbor..............
Detroit...................
Flint.....................
Grand Rapids............
Hamtramck.
Kalamaoo.r........Pontiac.....
Port Huron......Sault Ste. Marie .........

Minnesota:
Austin....................
Minneaolis..............
.St. PauI...................Missouri:
KansasCity..............
St. Jo3eph................Montana-
Anaconda................
Billings...................
Butte.....................Gre- n s...............
ms i...................Nebraska:
Omaha...................Nevada:
Reo.....................New Hampshire:
Concord....
Keene.......
Manchester...............

New Jerser.
AtlanticCity.............

Bloomfield........CBynton..Elizabet...........

69
4

I
1

..........
..........

3

3

2
..........

* 4

1

1

2

..........

2

2

1

40

..........

2
6
4i

.2

Deaths. Place. Cas.

New Jersey-Continued.
2 Garfield ..................
6 Glouceter City........... 3

Hackensack.............. I
9 Hoboken ...........................

Jorsoy City . ........ 14
3 Keary.. 2
2 Motlair... 3

......... . Pasaic ...................
Perth Amboy............

22 summit.................. 2
.......... Trenton.................. 8

New York:
.... Albany . ......... 5
.......... Auburn. ................. 2. 3 Bufflo.... - 38

2 Elmiram... 1.
32 Ithaca ..............................

.......... Jame3town...............
I Lockpr ...... .........3 Mddletn.......

.......... Mount Vornon........j.- 4
1 Newburgh. ........ 2 NewYork.392

.......... . ..Nlas a Fall.............. ..5

.......... NoMh Toniawanda........ 2
3 Peekskii ................. 3

.......... Port Chester .............. 2
. 5 Rochester. 7

1 Rome.............RSsomeSrig..................... ..
Saratoga Springs..

7 Schenectady.6
17 To........ .......

2 7 u e.......... ......trde...........
1 White Plains........ 4

.......... Yonkers . . .. 13

......... . North Carolina:

.......... Charle ............. ..........

1 Durham .............
2 Greensboro ....... ,.,.l

Wfinston-Salem...........
1 North Dakota: ,
4 Fargo................

Ohio:
.......... Alliance ......... .,,,l19 Barberton.......: 3

1 Bucyus:. 3
1 Canton ...... ..........
2 Cincinnati ......... ...l.;

.......... Cleveland . ....... 27

.......... Columbus.....;
2 Cuyahoga Falls-.

.......... .Dayton. 1
Hamilton,1
Mansfield .......

15 Piqua .. ................ ..............

Youapow !................Yougtowrn.,l
8 Zanesville . . ..........
7 Oklahoma:

Oklahoma City ..........
2 Oregon:
I Portland............... ..........

4 Pennsylvania:
Philadelphia ............ 130

2 Rhode Island:INewport ............ .........
3 Pawtuket ............. .

Providence ..............
I Tennessee:

Nashville .......... .................. 1 Texas:.......... Be3amont ..........
Da5 ................ 3.
91 Paw ...,,,,,1.................1 Fort Worth ..,

.......... Utah.,......... Salt Lake City ... .. .........

1 Veront: *
3 Burlington. :

Deaths.

2
..........

1
2
1
3

..........
2

13
191
2
3

2

*.i

2
2

2

1

24

1

2

2
1

2

1

1
3
1

2
19
24

84
,1

1

1
2

2
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CITY REPORTS FOR WEEK ENDED APR. 2, 1921-Continiued.
PNEUMONIA (ALL FORMS)-Continued.

Plaoe. Cases. Deaths. Place. Cases. Deaths.

Virginia: West V ia-Z-Cokitinued.
Alendria .1 "h.4ng..........................

Danville ...............1 Wiscon..n:
Lynchburg ............... ..... 1 Green Bay.......... 1
-Petersburg ...............1......1. Madison...1.......
Richmond ................ ..... 3 Oshkosh.......... 2Roanre ......16...... 2 yRacine.........: .

West Virgini:1. Wausau. 2Ch irleston....... .................... i wSymlg
Huntingtoi .......C................ 1 Cheyenne . ....... ..........

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

POLIOMYELITIS (INFANTILE PARALYSIS).

The column headed "Median for previous years" gives the median number of cises repartel durine the
crresponding weeks of the years 1915 to 1920, inclusive. In instances in which data for the faill six years
.irc incomplete, the median is that for the number of years for which informationi is available.

Week ended Week endel
Median Apr. 2, 1921. IMedi3n Apr. 2, 1921.

r~~ace. for pre- __ ___ Ic. for pre- _____

years. |Cases. Deaths. years. Cases. Deaths.

Illinois: .Mas3achusetts:
Chicago .............. 1 1 0......Ba4on ....0 t

.

Louisias: .13verett .... ... 0 1
New Orleans ......... 0 1 ...... New York:

Ithaca.

RABIES IN ANIMALS

Place. Cases.

Virginas
Pebtersburg. 2

SCARLET FEVER.

See p. 902; also Telegraphic weekly reports from States, p. 890, and 'Monthly
summaries by States, p. 894.

SMALLPOX.
The column headed "Median for previous ye3rs" gives the melian number of Ca3sS repxrted during tha

corresponding weeks of the years 1915 to 1920, incluisive. In ilnstantc3s in which data for the fall six years
are incomplete, the median is that for the number of years for which informationi is available.

Wreek eided Median Week ende1Median AprW 2nd921. Media Apr. 2, 1921.
Place. for pre-ars.PIAsC,. for pre-_Cass._Dathsvious vionsyears. CasesDets. ye-ars. Cases. Deaths.

Alabama:
Birmingham.........
Mobile...............
Montgomery.........

Arkansas:
Little Rock..........

California:
Long Beach.........
Los Angeles..........
Oakland............
Richmond..........
Riverside...........
Sacramento..........
San Ftancisco.......
Stockton .............

38313° -21 4

4
0
1

1

1
4
0

,. -... .

0
1
0

12
3
6

3

1

2
9

3
1
6
15
I 1

Colorado:
Denver..............
Pueblo ...............

District of Columbia:
Wa3hingLon..........

Georgia:
Atlanta..............
La Grange...........

Idaho:
Boise................

Illinois:
Aurora...............
Bloo-mington .........
Blue Islaind..........
Ceitralia.............

18
1

1

4
........

8

0
0

18
13

1

13
1

1

1
2
1
1

1.
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CITY REPORTS FOR WEEK ENDED APR. 2, 1921-Continued.
SMALLPOX-Continued.

Place.

lilinois-Continued.
Chikag.o....
East St. ILouis......
Evanstoni ............
Freeport ...........
Galesburg...........
Peoria..............
Rocklord ............
Rock Islaiid .......
Springfield ...........

Indiana:
Bloomington.........
Crawfordsville........
Elikhart..............
Fort Wayne.........
Frankfort ...........
Gary.................
Indianapolis........
Kokomo...........
Logansport..... .
Marion ...............
Municie.............
South Benid..........
Terre Haute..........

Iowa:
Burlington............
Cedar Rapids........
Counil Bilffs........
Davenport ..... ..
Des Moines..
Dubuque...........
Iowa City............
Keokuk ..............
Marshalltow-n .......
Sioux City.........

KIansas:
Arkansas City.......
Huttehinson ..........
Kansas City.. ......
Salina ............
Wichita.............

Kenttcky:
Louisville............
Paducnh ............

Louisiana:
Monroe .......
New Orleans ........

Maine:
Waterville...........

Maryland:
Baltimore.. ..........
Cumberlaiid.........

Massachusetts:
Boston...............
Salem... ..

Mlichigan:
Ann Arbor...........
Detroit..............
Flint ............
Hamtramck........
Marquette...........
Sault Ste. Marie......

Minnesota:
Auistin...............
Duluth...............
Mankato.............
Minneapolis..........
TRochester............
St. Cloud............
St. Paul............

Missouri:
Joplin...............
Kansas (City..........
St. Joseph............
St. Louits...........

Montana:
Billings..............
Great Falls...........
Mlissoula.............

Week ended
Median Apr. 2,1921.
for pre-'
vious
years. Cases. Deaths.

3
1
0
2
8

0
.1

41

0
1
0

8
o
2

18
3
00

41

2

5

181

3

0

1

7

2

4

23

1

0

1

1

13

6r
2
6.

23

6

1
0

4
8
3
8
4
2

1 10
1

. 3

1
3
12
8
1
1

14
2
2

17
1
6
12

1

3
I3

1
1 13

22

2
10
17

.4

I3'
3
9

1

21

2

10

37
3

5

3
14

62
4

54

13
1
3

4

3

Place.

Nebraska:
Lincoln.............
Omaha............

Nevada:
Reno.................

New Jersey:
Union...............
WVst New York.....

New York:
New York...........
North Tonawanda...

North Carolina:
Chiarlotte..
Durbam..........
Winston-Salem.

North Dakota:
Fargo................
Grand Forks.........

Chio:
Akron ........
Caniton.........
Cincinnati ........
Cleveland............
Columbus............
Dayton ..............
Xamilton ..........
Lancaster .........
Lima................
Lorain..............
Mans!ecld............
Marion...............
Middletown........
Newark ........
*Springfeld...........
Toledo...............

Oklahoma:
'Lklahoma City .....

Tulsa................
Orw.on:Portland ............
Pennsylvania:

Altoona .............
Mount Carmel .......

South Caroina:
Char;eston...........
Co'umbia ...........

Tennessee:
Chattanooga.........
Knoxville............
Nashville............

Texas:
Beaumont ...........
IDalass..............
Port Arthur..........

Utah:
Salt Lake City.......

Virginia:
Lynchburg...........
Roanoke.. .

Washington:
Aberdeen ............
Everett ..............
Seattle ....... .

Spokane ........1
Tacoma.......|
Yakima..............

West Virginia:
Bluefield .........1
Char:eston...-. *--1
Fairmont .......1

Wisconsn:
La Croso ............

Malison .........1
Marinette ........1
Milwauikee .......l
Oshkosh .............
Sheboygan. .

Superior..........

Median
for pre-
vioss
years.

7
16

0

........

........

1
........

0O
1
0
1

1
3
3
0
0

1
0

...... ..

1
0
1
3

10

........

2

0

0
0

3
2
1

0
15

3

0

2
12
0
8

6
2
0

0
2
0
8
3
0
0

Week endel
Apr. 2, 1921.

Cases. Death.s.

2 ........-I2.23 1

4 ........
10

1

20 ........

14 1::::::::

I ... ...

I4.-

3.........
1.......

32 . ..

3 ........
31........
532........

3.

1........

2 ........

31....--

61........
2201........
1.

4 ........
4 1........

21........

57 ........

7 ........
4 ........

3 ........

1.

3 ........
3 1....-....
29 1........
71........
4 1,.......

2 ........

21 .

.'''

-~ ~ ~ .

--;--
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CITY REPORTS FOR WEEK ENDED APR. 2, 1921-Continuied.
TETANUS.

Place. | Cases. Deaths. Place. Cases. Deaths.

California: New York:
Los Angeles .............. 1 1 Ro2hester ..........................

Chicago................... 1 2

TUBERCULOSIS.

See p. 902, also Telegraphic weekly reports from States, p. 890.

TYPHOID FEVER.

The columni headed "Median for previous year-" *ives the median number of cases reported during the
corresponding weeks of the years 1915 to 19fl, inclusive. In instances in whic.i data for the full six ye ars
areincomplete, the median is that for the isumber of years for which information is available.

week ended 1Mda
Medisn Apr. 2,1921. ,%fedian

Place. forIpre _ _ Place. for pre
vious vious
years. Cases. Deaths.* years.

.-

Alabama:
Birmingham.........

Cali
Alameda.............
Le,g Beach..........
0aklrnd.............
Sacramento..........
San Francisco.......

Colorado:
Denver...........

District of Columbia:
W a on..........

Georgia:
Atlanta...............
Brunswick...........

Illinois:
Chicago..............
Decatur..............
Rock Island..........

Indiana:
Fort Wayne.........

Kentucky:
Louisville............

Louisiana:
New Orlean.........

Maine:
Biddeford............

Mlaryland:
Baltimore............

Massachusetts:
Adams...............
Attleboro............
Boston...............
Fall River............
Malden...............
New Bedford........
Newburyport........
Pittsfield...........

Michigan:
Detroit...............

0.

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

3

0

1

1

0

5

0

0

2

1

0

0

0

0

2

5

1

1
2

31

1

1
1
1
3

1

3

3

2

1

3

1

3

1

2

3

1

1

-

Mixnesota:
i Duluh u........

Minneapolis.
St. Paul.

Missouri:
St. Louis.

Montona:
Billings....

New Hampshire:
Berlin................

New Jersey:
Suimmit..............

New York:
Buffalo.
New York.
Niagara Falls.........
North Tonawaida....
Rochest..
Schenectady.

Ohio:
Akron
Cleveland.
Columbus..
Dayton ..............

Fremont .............

Ironton.. .

Peninsylvania:
Allentown ...........

Bethlehem...........

Philadelphia.
Warren ..............

Wilkinisbuirg .........

Rhode Island:
Pawtucket ...........

Te:anessee:
Na..hville ............

Texa3:
Dallas ...........l

West Virginia:
Huntington

I
0

2

0

2

0

0

7

0

0

3

0

1

0

0

1

0

6

0

1

0

1

0-

0

Week endel
Apr. 2,1921.

Cases. Deaths.

-2 ........

2.

1 1

2 ........

I .... ...

2 1*
10 2

1.....1.....

1.....1.....

1'.

1 1

..... 1
_ _
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CITY REPORTS FOR-WEEK ENDED APR. 2, 1921-Continued.
DIPHTHERIA, MEASLES, SCARLET FBVER, AND TUBERCULOSIS.

Place.

Alabama:
Anniston ...................
Birmingham................
Mobile ......................
Montgomery................

Arizona:
Tucson .....................

Arkansas:
Fort Smith................
Little Rock.................
North Little Rock..........

California:
Alameda....................
Eutreka.....................
Long Beacb................
Los Angeles.................
Oakland....................
Pasadena...................
Richmond ..................
Riverside..................
Sacramento.................
Sani Bernardino ...........
San Diego...................
San Francisco...............
Santa Barbara ............
Santa Cruz..................
Stockton ...............
Vallejo .....;.

Colorado:
Colorado Springs............
Denver.....................
Pueblo......................

Connecticut:
Bridgeport..................
Bristol....................
Danbury (town)............
Greenwich (town)...........
Hartford ....................
Manchester (town).........
Meriden (city).............
Milford (town)..............
New Haven................
New London...............
Norwalk ............
Norwich (town)............
Stonington.....,,, .

Waterbury ............
Delaware:

Wilmington................
District of Columbia:

Washington................
Georgia:

Atlanta.....................
Brunswick.................
La Grange................
Savannah...................

Idaho:
Boise.......................

Illinois:
Alton.......................
Aurora.....................
Bloomington .........
Blue Island...........
Centralia...................
Chicago .

Danvine ..
Decatur....................
East St. Louis.............
Elgin .......................
Evanston ...................
Freeport....................
Galesburo ...
J gksoiivllc...
Kewanee...................

Poyulation
1J7an. 1,
1920, sub-
ject to cor-
rection.

17,734
178,270
60,151
43,484

20,292

28, 811
54 997
li,048
28,808
12, 923
55,593

576, 673
216,361
45 354
16,843
19,341
65,857
18,721
74,683
4188,10
19,441
10,917
40 296
21,107

30,105
256, 369
42,908

143, 538
20,620
22,325
22,123
136,036
18,370
29 842
10, 193

162 ,519
25,688
27,700
29,685
10,236
91,410

110, 168

437,571

200,616
14,413
17,008
83,252
21,393
24,682
36,397
28,725
11,424
12, 491

2 701, 705
33,750
43,818
66,740
27,454
37,215
19,669
23,834
15,713
16, 026

Total
deaths
fromall
causes.

*50
26
11

22

8
7
22
164
31
10
4
2
23
9

* 28
167
66

11
1

10
87

26

a6

5
1

28
1

r

31

152

4

3

31

105

4

52

4

8
5

Diphtheria. Measles.
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fever.

_0

Tuber-
culosis.
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@
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903 April 22, 1921.

CITY REPOR FOR WEEK ENDED APR. 2, 1921-Continued.
DIPHTHERIA, MEASLE3, SCARLET FEVER, AND TUBERCULOSIS-Continued.

Scarlet Tuber-
Ponulation Diphtheria. Measles.fatio.1, ToalvCer. euIosis.

Place. 1920 frob al
jject toco- dah
iection.cae. A

1.) c U

Illinois-Continued.
La Salle...............
Oak Park.......... .

Pekii .-.........
Peoria ............,..
Roekford ..........I
Rock Islanid ................
Springfield .......... .

IndianasI
Bloomington.
Crawfordsville ...............
East Chicago ..........|
Elkhart . ..........
Fort Waynie ................
Frankfort..........
Gary........................
Hammond...........
Huntington .......... .

Inidianapolis ...........
Kokomo ....
La Fayette ..........1
Logansport .........
Marion.........-......-1
Mishawaka ...
Muncie..........r
South Bend........l
Terre Haute...

Iowa:
Bur .....on..
Cedar pids..........
Councl Bluffs...-.-.
Davenport ...........1
Des Moines ..........I
Dubuquoe.................
Iowas C:ity......... I
Keokuk....-- .-.*- * - *
Marshailtown .........1
Mason City..................
Muscatine ...........-.1
Sioux City..................

Kansas:
Arkansas City...........
Atchis n....................
Coffeyville ..............1
Hutchinsolln................
Kansas City...-.-- -------
Lawrence. - -----------ILeavenworth ...............
Parsons .............. .

Salina..............1
Topeka ..............l
Wichita ..................1

Kenitucky:
Covington.... .

Lexington........1
Louisville........ .

Lonisiana:
Monroe ........ .

New Orleans ........l
Maine:

Auburn .......... |
Bangor ..........
Bath ....
Biddeford .......1
Lewiston.......1
Portland ...... .

Sanford .........1
Waterville .........

Maryland:
Baltimore . .......-.-..
Cumberland.

Massachusetts:
Adams.... .

Amesbury..................

13, 015;
39, 83
12,0.0
76, 121
65,651
3.5,177
59,183

11 595
10 139
33"967
24,277
*36,549
11,585
55, 378
36,01
14,0M

314,194
30,037
22,485
21,623
23,747
15,19j
36,624
70,983
66,083

24,057
45,5653
36, 162
55,727
123,453
39,141
11,267
14,423
15,731
2, 03-,
16,038
71,227

11,23
12,630
13,4.52
23,298
101,177
12,45%
16 912
16,028
15,095
50,022
72,128

57,121
41,534

234,891
12,675

387,219

16,983
25, 978
14,73118,093
31 791
69,272
10, 69
13,351

733,82;3
29,837
12, 937
10,033

3 2
7 2

19 4

151......
4 2

'I14 ....'I 10l

19 4
6j 2

87 7

61!4......-

I 221 11

..

2 .....

3-- 1.
2

4 .........jj

.............

4
72

7 ....... ..
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10) 4

4 1.

0 I.
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13 ......

15 2:

2413 25
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...... ......
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CITY REPORTS FOR WEEK ENDED APR. 2, 021-Continued.
DIPHTHERIA, MEASLES, SCARLET FEVER, AND TUBERCULOSIS-Continued.

Place.

31assachusettes-Continued.
Arlingtoni ...................
Attleboro.........
Belmont ....................
Beverly ...............
Boston......................
Braintree...................
Brcckton ...................
Brookline ...................
Cambridge .........
Chelsea.:1
C7hicopoee.....
Clinton.........
Danvers ...........I
Easthampton ..... .....
Everett................
Fall River.............
Gardner.....................
Greenfleld...................
Holyoke ..... ...

.

Leominster .....;.
Lowell......................
Lynn .......................
Malden .....................
Medford.....................
Mlelrose.....................
Methuen ....................
New Bedford...............
Newburyport ...............
NTewton ................-
North Adams...............
Northampton...............
Peabody....................
Pittsfield.....................
Plymouth...................
Quincy.....................
Salem.......................
Saugus......................
Somerville..................
Southbridge.................
Sprinigfield..................
Taunton ....................
Wakefield...................
Watertown.................
West Spriiigfield............
Westfield....................
Winthrop...................
Woburn....................
Worcester..........

Mfichigan:
Ann Arbor..................
Benton Harbor.
Detroit .... ..

Flint........................
Grand Rapids..............
Hamtramck................
Ironwood...................
Kalamazoo..................
Marquette..................
Pontiac.....................
Port Huron .................
Sault Ste. Marie.

Minnesota:
Austin......................
Duluth.....................
Hibbing....................
Minneapolis.................
Ro r...................
St. Cloud...................
St. Paul...................
Virginia....................
WVinonsa....................

Population Total
deaths1920, sub- from allOect to eor auesrection. ass

19, 731 8
10,749 3
22,561 7
748,060 228
10,580 0
66,138 14
37,748 11
109,694 31
43,184 9
36,214 8
12, 979 3
11,108 ........
11,261 ........
40,120 5
12, 485 28
16, 971 0
15,462 9
60,203 26
19,744 4

112, 479 23
99, 148 25
49 1G3 16
39,038 8
18,204 5
15 189 4

121 217 28
15,618 5
46,054 12
22,282 5
21,951 11
19,552 5
41,7151 17
13,045 2
47,876 1
42,529 13
10,874 .....
93,091 24
14,245 2
129,503 32
37,137 12
13, 025 1
21,457 4
13,443 4
18' C04 5
15,455 0
16,574 4
179,754 51

19, 516 8
12,233

993,739
91,599 18
137,'34 35
48 615 15
15,739 1
48,858 20
12,718 2
34,273 12
25,944 7
12,096 3

10,118 5
98'917 19
15,089 .....

380,582 W
13,722 14
15,873 .....

234,595 G3.;i
14,022 ........
19 14 ........

Diphtheria.
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1 1I
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131 11
......
......
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1
2
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8
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2
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3
4

......

......

......

......
- -1......
......
......

1
, 1
......
......
......
......
......
......
......
.......
......
......
......
............
......
......

1......
......

1......
......

......

......

6...,I.
.

2'I .. .. .. . I . . .

1
1

91
3
5
9

1......
2.....

2
I......

1
1010... ..

20
3
2

......

......
8

......

3
1

......

.......

......:......

......

...... I.

Measles. Scarlet
fever.
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1 2

1..,.. .1

56
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5
12
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2
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15
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1 1
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... .... i.
2

4 1
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3 1
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49 ....
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....... ........--I
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culosis.
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1
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.1
1
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1

2
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1
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2-
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2 i
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REPORTS FOR WEEK ENDED APR. 2, 1921-Continued.

DIPHTHERIA, MEASLES, SCARLET FEVER, AND TUBERCULOSIS-Continued.

Poptnlatioi
Jan. 1,

Place. 1920, sub-
ject to cor-
rection.

Missouri:
Indepeudenee............... 11, 6S6
Joplin ..................... 29,855
Kansas City................. 324,410
St. Joseph .................. 77,939
St. Louis ................... 772 897

Montana:
Anaconda................... 11, 668
Billings...- - -. ,100
Butte...................... 41,611
Groat Falls.................. 24,121
Missoula.................... 12,668

Nebraska:
Linlcoln .................... 54,934
Omaha.................... 191,601

Nevada:
Reno........-.... 12,016

New Hamnpshire:
Berlin..................... 16,104
Concord.................... 22, 167
Dover.................... 13,029
Keene.................... 11,210
Manchester ....... . 78, 384
Portsmouth....................13, 56)

New Je-%cy:
Asbury Park ................ 12,40')
Atlantic City ........---- -. 50, 62
Dayoqule.................... 76,754Belleville.................... 1,7660Bloomfield .................. 22,019
Cliftol .................... 26,470
Elizabeth ................... 95,682
Englewood.................. 11,627
Garfield.................... 19,381
Gloucester City............. 12,162
Hackensack................. 17,667
Harrison .................... 15,721
Hoboken.................... 68,166
Irvington ................... 25, 483
Jersey City.................. 297,864
Kcarny---26,724Montelair.... . 2,810
New Bruniswick ............. 32, 779
Orange....................- 33268
Passaic..................... 63,824
Perth Amboy............... 41,707

Pillsburg................ 16923
Plainneial.................... 27,700
Rahway .................... 11,042
Summit..................... 10,174
Trenton --

.... 119,289
UJnion....................... 20,651
WVe3t Hoboken.............. 40,068
West New York............. 29, 92
West Orange................ 15, 73

Ncw York:
Albany . ............ 113,344
Auburn..................... 36-192
Buffalo ..................... 506, 775
Cohoes ...2...2..,.987
Elmira.........45,30 5
Geneva ................4,48
Glens FaUs ............ 16,638
Ithaca .................. 17, 004
Jamestown ............. 38'917
Lockport ......... 21,308Middletowni.. ............ 18,420
Mount Vernon.............. 42,726
Newburgh .................. 30,366
New York .................. 5,621,151
Niagara Falls . . 50,760
North Tonawanda .......... 15,482

Diphheri. Iea-,es. Scarlet Tuber-
Total Diphtheria. Mea3les. fever. cub '.1.nTotal |Tur

deaths 'j
from alli .
causes. dCs Cs 8

d

,5 ...... ......'.... ...... ..............

86'f 12 3 69 ......3 5
291-123 .!-.--- -.29

18
.. 23

*.j.1.! ..i ............., X t~~~~~ .. ..180 73 .... 16 ..5 -

3 1... 1.... 1... I. ...

8 ....21 .... . . .

4 ... . 21 1 2. 1
8 ...... .. .. ....,,,.. ......

10 1....! 3 1 6 1'
43 12 3 18 ,. 10 ......I 3

1
3 . . ...... ... .. .... . ............

4i ......... ...j

4 ....... ............. ...... .......'-!1-**'''' |'' t''' 't@*

17 , 7 1l 5........... .
.......

.. " T ...... ...... ... -''''I..... ...... '''

2 1', I3. . I .-....... ...... ......
5.... .... ...1;I

2' 1....- .

3 2 .. 1.
10 i1 21 2! 1

. ... ........ .. 1!j,......1
... . . . ...... I iI ...... . .......... ---v-| --7' ;'i

...... .. .... ...... ..... .....''o. .

........... ................. ...... . ......... .............

...........20-- 1....4 .1 2 l 0

1....~ ~ ~ ....

_~~~~. . . ...... ............. ......
11

.... 10 ....4 2 ... 2 -......
4j1 1 ....... j.36! 1..... l
17 4 6! a .1W
107 10...... 57 I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

4 64..... 36 I10 10...... I 5~i 3 .....137 ...... ... ... .... I...... ...... ....I..l

...... .... .......... ...... 3 ...... ...... . .... ,

36 2..... Xi lo ....1

.. .
.....

- 3.... I--, ... ......21~~~~~~ ....... ..... ...... ......I,- I,

I ... ....''- 4 - -- ----1-- ----- ....-''-i.. .. .. .. 12' .............. . .......:::.2 ::: ''i
2 1... II....

12 -i...... 471...... .....

1 1 ............ ...... 3
125 31 1 54!--...12 i 17 9

12 1 .... I1 ..... 3 . .
3.....- .--.-... .. ...... -..- ...... ..-.

4........... ... 1 1
6.... . 71. 1 . ......

16 1 7 1..
9 8 11 ......

3 I . .

1.. . . . 1 ,
.,.,

12 4- - - 2
14 2 it 2

1,379 359 18 276 2 386 24 '29sf '127
12 8 .. . .

3
.. . . 12

1321 4 1l {i'l4.... 14I i... ......

...... ...... .........

)Pulmonary tuberculosis only.
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CITY REPORTS FOR WEEK ENDED APR. 2, 1921-Continued.

DIPHTHERIA, MEASLES, SCARLET FEVER. AND TUBERCULOSIS-Continued.

S aret Tuber

Ponulation fever. culOs3s.

riace. deaths

jeet tocor- causs. 4~a
rection. Cs s00

03 as ~~~4) Cs

NeA York-Continued.
Oleanl ...................
Peekskill .............

Plattsburg ................I

Port Chester .............l

Rochester .............!

Rome.....................
Saratoga Sprnngs ............
Schenetady ...............
Syracuse..........

............

Watervliet ..................
White Plaitis...............
Yonkers...................

North Carolinia:
Charlotte .................
Dturham ....................
Greensboro ................

Rocky Mounit ..........

Salisbury ...............
Winston-Salem .............

North Dakota:
Fargo.....
Grand Forks........

Ohio:
Akroni ......................

Alliancec...................
Barbertoii ................I
Bucyrns ..............

Canton...................
Cinciniati.................
Cleveland ..................

Clevelanid Heights ..........

Columbus..................
Cuyahoga Falls.............

..................

Findlay .....
Fremont...... .

Hamilton ...... .

Ironton...... .

Lancaster ......I

Lima......
Lorain ...............|

Mansfield..................
Marion.
Middletown..........
Newark....................
New Philadelphia...........
Nilbs .............

Norwood.............

Piqua......................
Salem.......................
Sandusky..................
Springfield.................
Steubenvulle ................

Tiffln.......................
Toledo .....................
Youngstown ...............

Zanesville ...............

Oklahoma:
Oklahoma City..............
Tulsa.......................

Ore'onzTortland....................
Peninsylvania:

Allentown.................
Altoona....................
Ambridge..................
Berwick....................
Bethlehem.................
Braddock..................
Bristol ......

Buitler ......

20,506
15.868
10,909
16,573

295,750
26,341
13, 181
88,723
171,717
72,013
16, 073
21,031
100,226

46,33
21,719
19,861
12,742
13, S4
48,395

21,961
14,010

209, 435
21, 603
1s,811
10,425
87,091

401,247
796, 36

15,236
237.031
10,200

132,559
27,292
17,021
12,468
39,675
14,007
14,706
41,306
37,295
27,824
27,891
23,594
26,718
10,718
13,080
24,966
15,044
10,305
22,897
60,840
28,508
14, 375

243,109
132,358
29, 569

91, 25A
72,075

258, 288

73 502
60,331
12 730
12,181

20,879
10,273
23,778

4
3

4
3
78

...... ..

16
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20
8
6
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9
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10
5
4
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........
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2 ......
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CffY REPORTS FOR WEEK ENDED APRt. 2, 1921--Continued.

DIPHTHERIA. MEASLES, SCARLET FEVER, ANDT1UBERCULOSIS- Continued.

]Vlace.

11'ennsylvania-Contillued.
('arbonidale..........
Chambersburg........
Chester............

Coatesville..........
Dicksonl City.........

Erice.............
Farrell............

Greensbturg .........

Harrisburg..........
Hazlcton...........
Jeannette ..........

Johnistowni..........
Lancaster ..........

MeKceeport .........

MfcK-ee's Rock ........

Mahainoy City ........
Mounit Carnnel ........
New Castle..........
Norristowii..........
North Braddock.......
Philadelphia.........
Phoenixville.........
Pittsburgh..........
Plymouthb..........
Pottstowi ..........

Pottsville.
Readiig...........
Scranton.

Sheniandoah .........
Steeltoii.
Sunbur ...........

Swissvillc ..........

Tamaqia ..........

UTnioultowni..........
Warreni..... ....
W%ashington .........

West Chester.........
Wilke3-Barre.........
Wilkinisburg.........
York.

Rhode Isiaand:
Cranastoni...........
Ctunberlauid (towni)......
East Providence (town)...
Newport ...........
Pawtucket..........
Providence..........

South Carolina:

Charleston..........
Columbia ..........

Tennessee.:

Chatftnoog .........

Knoxville ..........
Nashville...........

Texas:

Beauimont...
Dallas............
El Paso ...........
Fort Worth .........
Galveston ..........
Port Arthur..'

Utah:

S~0alt Lake City........

Burlington..........
Rtutland...........

'Virginia:
Alexandria..........
Danville...........
Lynchburg..........
Petersburg..........

-1.

Diphhera. eases. Scarlet Tuber-
Population Tohttal~ eale. fever. culosis.

Jan. 1, Toatalhs __ ______
1920, sub- from all
ject tocor- 4 5
rection. cass ICs Cs Cs) Cs)

18,640 .1...I ... 1............ ......

13,1171.. .... .. ..... 2......... ... ......

14,515................... . 12.... ....

11,049 ......... .I.... ......

19,011 .....2.. ......

33,813 ..... 2.....1.3" .... ...

93,372 .. ... 2.... 5...... I...: ...

15,586 .... ...... . 1.... ..... ......

15,033 .... ..... . .3.........
75,917..... 1.... 22 ....
32,277 .. ... 1.... .......

10,627 ..... ...... ...I... ...

53150 .........:::..... 1.... 6 I ...

45,7...... 1 ... 2 1.... :: 2......
16,713 ... 1 2..... ......... ...

15,599 .. 2 ....I.. ......

17,469 .2 ... ......

44,938 .. 2 .......
32,319......3..... J 7. 1

14 .... ... 2 3! 7
12, 158 566 72 6 41 2. 126 . 81 ~

10,484'............ 1. ..........

58,8,193......it.....39 ....21.....14....
16,300 K........... 1.... ...... ......

17,431.... 2.... ......

21,876 . . I ... 0 2
197784. . 3...::.. ::.19.... 94 .
137; 78q . 1.... 9! . 3 .
24,726..... 1.... .................

13,428 ......... 291 ............. ...

15,7"21 j.....I......... ............

12,36:3 .. .. . .. .I.. . ..

15,692 .... . 1..... 21... ..........
14,256 ........ ...... I'... 4 ... ...

21,480 3 .

11,717 . . ..
2

.

73,833 . ..... 7.... 329 9...... 3....
24,4103 ............ 2 . 3 . .. ..... ...

47,512 1.. 1.. .. I ..

29,407 3 I- 12. ... .

10,077 ........ ............... ...

21,793 ........ .. .

3.),2551 7 2
..

64,248 181- ----. 1.. I.1.....
27595 66 10 85 2 ....-

67, f-57 251.... 1'.......... ....... 2
37, 5294 ...........44 . 1....

57,895' 1.... ......
77,818 . .............. 6....

118,342 37~....I... 7 ...

43l,42-2 II .. .1 .. .

158,t7d 321 .12)2
77~~43' s4

2
...1. 12....13

106)4S2 ~ 13' 3 I .. 1
4 ,5 113 2 ........

22,25-1 4 ....... .. ..

22,779 6 ... . 1
.... ...........14,V541 1 .... I

.. . .. .

185,063 6' 1 12 .........1
21, "33 ... .. . ... .i.... 2

29,9561 10 1I ......I si3f.........
3O2j6 . .1i6.......
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CITY REPORTS FOR WEEK ENDED APR. 2, 1921-Continued.
DIPHTHERuA, MEASLE3, SCARLET FEVER, AND TUDERCULOSI-Contliued.

|oDhtlla | |Diphtheria. Measles. Scaret TPqp tion Total fever. culosi!s.
jan. 1, 'deaths'-sPlace. 1920,Sub- fromt*a .J
rection. uses. WIj.

Virginia-Contintied.
Portsmouth.................
Richmond ..................
Ronoke....................

WU.shington:
Aberdeen .................
Bellingham .............
Everett ....-1ert..................
Seattle......................
§pokane.....................
om01a..... :...............
Vancouver............
Walls Walla.................
Yakima.....................

West Virginia:
Bluefield .........
Charleston..................
Fkirmont...................
Huntington...............
Morgantown................
Motudsville.................
Parkersburg................
Wheeling...................

Wisconsin:
Appleton.....
Beloit .......................Eau Claire..................
Fond du Lac................
Green Bay...........
Janesville............
Kenosha....................
la Crosse .
Madion.....................
Marinette...................
Milwaukee.................
Oshkosh ..................
Raine.....................
Sheboygan..
Superior....................
Wausau.....................

Wyoming:
Cheyenne ................

5J4 387
171,667
50,842
15,337
2-5 570
2644

315,652
104,437

,965
12,637
15, 50318,539
15,282
39,608
17,851
50,177
12,127
10,669
20,060
54,322

i9, I61
21,284
20',80
23 427
31' 017
18,293
40,472
30363
38 378
13,610

4.57,147
33,162
58 593
3W.9)
31,624
18 61

13, 829

10
.30
26-

12

13

-11

ii

2
1

......

......

......

.....

3
......

.... ..

......

.I.....-
I

8
52
65

2
1
S
2
10
1

11
......

......

.... ..

.... ..

2
......

12

...... ... . ......

2.... ............ ......I...... ......
,2.

2 ........ ......

''''' .i....i ............

2 1......35 l.......1....... ......
.... 1 .....

....... ......,,

,A

..

3
2
2

.... .

1
3
5
4

1

3
1

......

.... ..

......
!... ;..

2

7
..........i..

~. t
7
5

.... ..

35
.... i..

2

2
1

9
2

..... . ..1

..... . .. .

..... . ...2

...

...... . ......

...... . ......

...... ......

...... . ......

...... ......

..... ........

2

...... ..

...... . ......

...... . ......

...... . .....

...... .....

...... ......

1-

...... ............ ............ ......

...... ......

22

...... ......1

...... ............ .....

'1i......
..I

2.<.
3

......

......

......

......

......

......

......

......

......

......i

......

3...

. .. .. .

......

1--
............i
......
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FOREIGN AND INSULAR.

CUBA.

Quarantine Against Jamaica on Account of "Alastrim."

Unider date of April a, 1921, quarantine measures were ordered inito
effect at Cuban ports against arrivals from the Island of Jamaica on
account of the prevalenice of " alastrim " in that islanld, these measures
to be identical with those established, under date of January 19, 1921,
against arrivatls from laiiti, on account of smallpox.'

GREECE.

Recurrent Fever-Typhus Fever-Saloniki.

Durinig thle two weeks ended March 6, 1921, 382 cases of recurrent
fever were reporte(l at Saloniki, Greece, occurring among Russian
refu(gees. During the same period 134 cases of typhus fever with 10
fatalities were reporteed at Saloniiki, of which 129 cases occurred
among refugees from Russia, the remaiinder being reported among tle
populationi of Saloniiki. At localities in the viciniity of Saloniiki, 27
cases of tvplhus fever with 2 fatalities were reported.

JAMAICA.

Infectious Disease (Alastrim or Kaffir Pox).

Duringo the week ended March 26, 1921, 311 new cases of at1a4rim.
or Kaffir pox, were reported in the Island of Jamaica.

MEXICO.

Plague4lnfected Rodents-Tampico.

During the week ended April 10, 1921, two plague-infected rodents
were reported found at Tampico, Mexico.

POLAND.

Cholera-Typhus Fever-Year 1920.

Cholera.-According to information received thirough the ministrv
of public health of Poland, cholera made its appearance in Polan(d
in September, 1920, occurring at first in sporadic form, becoming
epidemic in some sections, declining rapidly after reaching its maxi-
mum prevalence, and becoming restricted to a small number of prisoners
IPublic Health Reports, Feb. 11, 1921, p. 265.

(909)
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of war and a few cases amnong the civil pcpulation. In the district
of Warsaw the occurrence was stated to have been almost exclusively
aimong persons arriving from other localities. In the districts of Posen
and western Galicia or the district of Cracow the occurrence was
stated to have been among prisoners. In the Grodno district 20
cases, not verified, were stated to have occurred among prisoners and
2 cases among civilians.

Typhutsfever.-The data obtainable witli regard to typhus fever
were stated t-o contanin some discrepancie3 and the reports for the.
months of November and December, 1920, to be incomplete and not
to include the Grodno and Vi1na districts. The following statement
presents the reported occurrence, distributed according to months,
for the year 1920:

Yeiar 1T93. Case;. Yesr 1920. Cases.
Janluary.. ............................. 34,530 August ..... . 1,388
February . .25,858 Se ptember .1, &6O0

Mar. 27,843 Octobr .. 2195
April . .................. 24,616 November. ................................1652
May . . 24,339 Deember . .11,080
Junle. 12, 323
Jldy . .5,336 Total . . ........... 161,845

Cholera-March, 1921.

On March 1, 1921, 31 cases of cholera were reported present in the
Posen district. The total numiber of cases of cholera reported
present in all Poland, March 15, 1921, was: Among prisoners, 86;
among civil population, 9; among military, 2.

CHOLERA, PLAGUE, SMALLPOX, TYPHUS FEVER, AND YELLOW FEVER.

Reports Received During Week Ended Apr. 22, 1921.2
CHOLERA.

Place. Date. Cases. Deaths. Remarks.

India .................. ..... .an. 9-15. 1921: Deaths 1,302.
Calcutta............ i : SI
Madras ... ............. Feb. 27-Nfar.l 41

1lolauld . . . Mar. 1I, 1921: Cases present, 86
amonig prinsoers: 9 in civ%il pop-

Posen district.jvMar. I ..... 31 ......... ulation; 2 amoig, military.

PLAGUE.

Bra7il:
Bahia ............... Feb. 20-Mar. 12... 33

Ceylonl:
Colombo ............... Feb. 23-Mar. 5.... 26 22

Chinia:
Chihli Proviucc Apr. 12........... ........ .......... On Tientsin-Pukow R. R., about

60 milC3 from Tientsini. Re.
appearan6e. Pneumolic.

Kwangtutil Prox inec -
Tanii district ........ Mar. 7......................... .... Recurenc.

Hlarbhiria Pro-6ince- aMarbin...Pro.ince- Feb. 2l-Mar. 6.... .......... Westol Harbin,Apb r 13, i
inlg; cast of Harb)in morc srerice
ous.

1 See Public Health Reports, Apr. 1, 1921, p. 693, anid Mar. 25, 1921, p. 630, for complete reports for thse
moniths.

2 From medical officers of the Public Health Service. American consuls, and other sources.
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CHOLERA, PLAGUE, SMALLPOX, TYPHUS FEVER, AND YELLOW
FEVER-Coistinued.

Reports Received During Week E ded Apr. 22, 1921-Contintued.
PLAGUE-Continued.

Place. Date. Cases. Deaths. Remarks.

Egypt.
. ....Jan.. 1-Nfar. 10, lf'21: Case5;, 33;

Cities-1.
Alexanidria ........ M%far. .1..... ..1.

Suez . M ar.3 ......1
Provinces- 3

C(irgeh ... . . : .. .. f-r. 7.... .... ... 3 . .

Mifinieh ...... .Mar. 3 ............. !1
India F................ ...132........... .... 1 3-2l;,1921: Cases, 7,6C39;

Bombay . ,,^,, !Feb. 13-19. l12 9 deaths, 6,171.Madras'Presideny . Feb.27-Mlar. 5 840 613
Mfexico:

Tampico.. .. .................... ............ Rodent plague. Mar. 14, 1921.
Apr. 10, 1921: 2 plagie-infected

- | ~~~~~~~~~~rodentsfottntl.
Peru:

Ttrujillc-Salaverry .......... Feb. 2i-Mar. 1:3...- 4
Portuge-e UWest Afriisa:

Angola-
Loanda .....pr. S ......... Rat plagtue stili pre-uent, hut

abating.

- SMALbPOX.

Canada:,-
New Brunswick-

BGn3avenituire a n di
Gaspe Counties. MMar. 1-31.

Nova Scotia-
Yarmouth .............M ar. 20-2.

Ontario-
Hamilton...... Apr. 3-9.
Kingston ...... M ar. 20-26.
London ......... -....Mar. 27-.Apr. 2..
North Bay...... Mitar. 20-Apr. 2....
Ottaa ................ :.Mar. 27-.Apr. 2....
Prescott.., .. l Apr. 3-9...........
Toronto .. Mar. 20-Apr. 2....

Saskatchewan-
Moose Jaw.. Mar. 27-Atpr. 2.
Regina ... . Mar. 27-Apr. 2...
Saskatoon..MMar. 13-19.

Chile:
Coquimbo............... Feb. 13-19.

China:
Antung ............. Feb. 28-Mar. 6..
Tientsin................Feb. 27-M,ar. 5....

Cuba:
Antilla ............. Mar. 27-Apr. 2.
Nuevitas ....M-...a.r. 28-Apr. 3....

France:
Rouen .. - far. &12

India .Ma.... ...................6
Bombay .......... ... Feb. 13-19.
Karachi ................Feb. 27-Mar. 5....
Madras ............. Feb. 27-Mar. .....

Italy:
Cataiia .............. Mar. 14-20.
Messina ............. Mar. 7-13.

Java:
West lava-

Batavia ............. Feb. 10-16.
Buitenizorg ...................do.
Lebal.............. do.....do
Pandeglaing ............. .....do.

Jugoslavia:
Belgrade .......... Feb. 27-Mar. 5....

Madeira:
Funchal ........... Mar. 13-19.

Mtexico:
Mexico City .......... a r. 6-12.

Newfouidland:
Boie Bay ......... ar. 2-Apr. 1....

.12 ..........

I. ..........

.4
Feb).21-27 1921: One case.

1......

1 11

2...........22 --...-.....
...........

..........

..........

3..........42..........
1 . 1

..........

.......... Pri
........ ... ....... Jalr.91c, 1921:Dea.hs, 491.

39 1.
7........7 2;

7 .......... In lironi micia i.
7 4 Iti Ilrovtiniw, 12.

9..........

12..........
........ ...

1.5 ......Inctluding municipl,;ities in]
eral! DistricI.

1..........

red-
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CHOLERA, PLAGUE, SMALLPOX, TYPHUS FEVER, AND YELLOW
FEVER-Continued.

Reports Received During Week Ended Apr. 22, 1921-Continued.
SMALLPOX-Continued.

Placee. Date.
i-

lanima:
Colon.....................

]'ortugal:
Lisbon.....................

lortuguese Eaqt A rinca:
('hai-Chai..................
Chinde.....................
Iiihainbhani District.

snaill:
- Barelonat ..................

Valelncia ...................
Tunis:

Tuniis......................
Ol Vessel.:

S. S. .................

Mavr. 23-29.........

Feb. 27-Mar. 12...........

Juai. 2-29.... ..
Jait. 2-x...........
..... .do: .. .

Mar. 3 9,...........
Feb. 27- Mar. 1... 4

Mfar. 12-1A....... 5

Mar. 27-Apr. 2....1 2

Cases. Deaths. Remarks.

..........

3

..........

..........

....... ...

2
..........

5

1

Present.
Do.
Do.

At quaranitinie, St. John, Ncew
Brunswick. From Europe.

TYPHUS FEVER.

Bulgara:
8sofia.......................

Colombia:
Barranlquilla...............

Egyjt:
(airo.......................

Great Britaini:
Belfast.....................

Greece:
Drama.....................
Kavalla....................
Saloniki....................

Japan:
Nagasaki ...................

Mexico:
Mexico City................

Feb. 2041Mar. 12...

Mfar. 13-19 ........

Jan. 22-28.........

Mfar. 13-19 ........

Feb. 25-Mar. 6....
.....
Fel). 28-Mar. 13...

.....do.

Mar. 6-12.........
Sani Ltiis Potosi ............ Mar. 2,7-Apr. 2.

Poland ............. ....................

Portugal ............. ....................

Oporto............. MMar. 22-2..
R,ussia:

Latvia-
Riga ............. Jan. 8-31.

........ ....

31 3

2 ..........
134 10

101 1
16 i..........

...................

2 1

151 ..........

Ofthese, 129caseamong Russian
refugees. At other localities,
27 cases, 2 deaths.

Including municipalities in Fed-
eral district.

Year 1920: Cases, 161,86.
Jani. 1-Feb. 28, 1921: Deaths, 3.

Reports Received from Jan. 1 to Apr. 15, 1921.
CHOLERA.

Place.

Chiina:
Canton.....................
Changsha..................
Chuw gkiiig.................Clhosen (Korea)................

India ..........................
Bombay ...................

Do....................
Calcutta...................

Do.....................
M1adras.....................

Do.....................
Rail 001l .....

JIndo-Chinia....................

Date.

Nov. 1 30.
Nov. 29.

....do .l.......o.............
....................

Dec. 5-11..........
Jani. 16-Feb. 12....
Oct. 31-Dee. 25....
Dec. 26-Feb. 19...
Dec. 12-18.........
De-. 26-Feb. 26...
Nov. 28-Dec. 2.5...
Dec. 26-Feb. 5....
....................

Saigon ..I Dec. 27-Jan. 9.

Cases. Deaths.

7 1 6
I..........

............ I..........

........ ..........

32 2
321 283
441 352
77 44
193 ' 106
9 8
22 20

........ ............

Remarks.

Present.
Do.

Aug. 1-Dec. 2,1920: Cases, 24,017;
deths, 13,323.

Sept. 26-Oct. 9, 1920: Deaths,
2 672. Oct. 31-De2. 11, 1920:
Ieaths, 7,181. Jan. 2-8, 1921:
Deaths, 1,678.

July 1 -31, 1929 Cases, 136;
deaths, 9..

Including sArro mding coun'try.

-

I~~~~~~~~~~
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Cg1OLERA, PLAGUE, SMALLPOX, TYPHUS FEVER, AND YELLOW
FEVER-Continued.

Reports Received from Jan. 1 to Apr. 15, 1921-Continued.
CHOLERA-Continued.

Place.

Japan:
Taiwun Island (Formosa)..

Do.....................
Java:

West Java-
Batidoenig..............
Batavia................

Philippine Ilands:
Manila.....................

Do.....................
rrovinces-

Cagayan ...............
Samar.................

Poland.........................
Eastem frontier-

Balystok... ........

Grodnio.......
Olitza..................
Posen..................
Stralkowo..............
Strelno .....
Warsaw....I..-.-.*|

Do.,,,,,,..,,, ..

Russia:
Lithuania..................
Latvis-

Itiga...................
Siam:

Bangkolk...................
Do.....................

Date. Cases.

Nov. 11 --Dec. 31 ...f 219
Jan. 1-20 .......i 2

Oct. 29- Nov. Il ... 2
Nov. 2.D-lec. 1.... I

Nov. 7 lDec. 25...9.
Jan. 9-Feb. 26..... 10

Deaths. :

23
..........I

I..

Oct. .3Nov. 20..... 1 1 9
Auig. 1-7 ....... 1 1
.................... ..................... ..........

Dec. 16............
Nov. 1 .30.

.do.......do
.....do.
.....do .

....do............
......do............
Oct. 1-31..........
Dec. 16............

..... ..

........

.... !....

. . . . . ..

...... ..

*2
. 5

Jani. 22....-----|.......
Oct. 9-Nov. 7.....
Dec. 26-Jan. 22....

7
3

.......i ...

11....
..........

..........

........ ..

..........

1.... .

..........

..........

I
..........I

Remarks.

Oct. 1-31, 19: Cases, 26;: dleatihs,
13.

T'resent.

Do.
Do.

Present in Russian prison camp.

In district.
Nor. 1-30,1920: Casw-,7: detlcdi;,2.
Feb. 19, 1921: Cases reported, .35;
mortality, 30 per ceiit.

Pre3ent.

PLAGUE.

Algeria:
Algiers.....................

Do.....................
Argentina:

liosario....................
Azores:

St. Michaels................

N ov. I-3Dc. 31 ....
Jan. 1-31 ..........

IPonta Delgada......... Feb. 5-11.
Brazil:

Bahia......................
D)o.....................

(eara ......................
Pernambuco.............
Porto Alegre ..............

Do .. ......
British East Africa.

Kenya Colony-,
Kilsumu.

Do.................
Do.iDonl...............
Do.................

Tganda..............
Do ...............

Do)
.. . .. . . .. . .

Colombo..........
Do. ,,,,,.,

Chile:
Antofagasta................

DO.....................
China:

Chihli Provine............

Oct. 31-Dee. IR...-
Dec. 26-Feb. 12...
Oct. 17-Feb. 5.....
Oct. IS-Dec. 5. .
Nov. 14-Dec. 11 ...
Dec. 26-Feb. 19...

.. ..... ............

Oct. 31-Dec. 23....
Dec. 26-Feb. 12...
Oct. 31-Dec. ---- -
Dcc. 26-Jan. 15....
Oct. 31-Dec.25...
Jan. 2-Fel).5.
Oct. 21-Dec. 25.-..
July I-Nov. 5.

Nov. 7-Dec. 13.
Jan. 16-Feb. 19

Nov. 24-Dec. 5....
Dec. 27-Jan. 2.....

Peking..... . Jan. 25.. ....
Fan YnansMar. 3

3
3

........

1

6
11

........

........,........

........

'2
.......

1"
19

III
259
18
76
6
2

11

I..........

..........

..........

4
1

is
3
2
7

...........

..........

2
.......ii.

15
103
63

Jan. 1-31, 1921; 3 plague rodents
lound.

Total,Oct. I-Dec. 10, 1920: Cases.
149: deaths, 49. In vicinity of
Ponta Delgada.

Ouitbreak Nov. 8, 1920 (Cases
reported, 1,067.

rresent.
Do.

Do.
Pneimonic, prent.
Entire protectorate.

Do.

i65
2

......... ...

.......... .far. 11, 1921: rresent on Tient-
sin & Psskow 1t. B., 77) mile,
east of Tientsin. Punumonic.

I Chinese q(arter.
50 In Northern Shantung P'rovince.

--

I..........
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CHOLERA, PLAGUE, SMALLPOX, TYPHUS FEVER, AND YELLOW
FEVER-Continued.

Reports Received from Jan. 1 to Apr. 15, 1921-Continued.
PIAGUE-Continued.

Place. Date. Cases. Deaths. Remarks.

China-Continued.
Hongkong .................

Do....................
Kwantung Province......
Manchuria Province-

Changehun...........
Harbin................
Mtanchuria station.....

Nov. 7-Dec. 18.... 6
Jan. 9-15...... 1
Dec. 29.... ........

Feb18 15
Feb. 2-Mar. 26........
Jan. 1:-Mar. 10 ........ ........

Mukden .... Feb. 20-20l
Tsitsihar .... Feb. 2-Mar. 10

Shanghai ............... .... - - . -

Ecuador:
Guavaquil.................

Do.....................
Egypt........................

Cities-
Alexandria.............
Port Said..............

Do.................
Suez...................

Do.
Proince-

Assiout................
Mineh..................

Franee:
Marseille...................
Paris.......................

6
1

..........

283

Nov.16-De. 31... Ill 36
Jan. 1-Feb. 15..... 135 47

-........ ........ . .. . . .. . . . .

Jan. 17-22.........
Oct. 22-28.........
Jani.22...........
Nov. 18-27........
Jan. 5-Feb. 13.....

Nov. 24...........
Feb. 14-15..
Junie-Aug. 31......
June-Oct. 15......

Do .......... ....................

Great Britain:
Dublinl.....................

1
1
1

-10
12

3
4

58
50

........

1
1
1
3
9

2
..........

*20
11

..........

Liverpool ...........................
Greece:

Kavala ....... Oct. 25-Nov. 7.
India. ....................

Bombay. .... . Nov. 28-De?. 25.
Do .... Dez. 26-Feb. 12.

Calcutta .... Nov. 14-20.
Do.... Jani. 30-Feb. 12....

Karachi...Dc. 25-31.
Madras...De. 5-25.

Do ..... ..... Jan.9-29.
MIadras Presidency.......Nov. 14-Dee. 25...
Do..................... Dec. 23-Feb. 26....

Rangoon... .... Oct. 31-De?. 25....
Do ....... Dec. 26-Feb. 19...

InidoChina ....... .

Saigon ....... ; Dec. 27-Jan.9.
Java:

West Java-
Batavia ... Nov. 21-Dec. 1....

Do... Jan.13-26.
Jugoslavia:

Cattaro ....... iFeb.23.
Madagascar:

Tamatave ....... Mar.9
Mesopotamia:;Qtdad ...... Oct.1-31.
Mexico:

Carbonera ....... Dec. 5-20.
Do ....... Dec. 26-Jan. 8.

Cerritos ....... Dec.5-20.
Do ....... Dec. 2-Feb. 5

Tampico M........ l r.23-30
Vera' Cruz .........

2
...... .

17
46
1
2
7
3

4,349
8,533

30
92

........

2

3
1

.........I

........ ..

11
44
1
2
4
1

2,991
6,151

28
84

..........

2

PReported present in Tapu dis-
trict.

West of Harbin, Feb. 7, 1921, 400
fatal cases reported. Feb. 14,
1921, fatal caes, 1,200. To
Mar. 14, 1921: 4,000 fatal cases.
Pneumonic. Fatal cases rc-
ported daily, about 40.

Prevlent. Pneumonic.
Prsent.
Two plague rats found, Dec. 20
and Dee. 31, 1920.

Jan. 1-Dec. 30, 1920: Cases, 462;
deaths, 269. Jan. 1-Feb. 17,
1921: Cases, 20; deaths, 13.

Pneumonic, 6 cases; septicemic,
1 case.

In suburbs, June-Nov. 2, 1920:
Cases, 3U; deaths, 19.

Jan. 1-13, 1921: Cases, 3; deaths,
1. (SuspeAt.)

1 case reportel Dec. 15, 1920,
date ofoccurrence, Oct. 18, 1920.

Plague-infected rat found, period
Nov. 28-Dec. 11, 1920.

Oct. 24-Dec. 25, 1920: Cases,
21,376; deaths, 14,874. Jan. 2-
Feb. 12, 1921: Cases, 29,213;
deaths, 22,573.

July 1-31, 13.20: Ca303, 98; deatlhs
74.

Iniclu-ding surrouniding country.

3. Amoiig Freinch troops.

........... Proeseiit.
25

3
3
7
5
4

........

7

1
..........

........ ..

..........

State of San Luiis Potosi. Dec.'
1920-Feb. 12, 1921: Cases, 24.

State of San Luis Potosi.

Mar. 21-27, 1921: Two plague In.
fected rodents found.

3
2
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CHOLERA, PLAGUE, SMALLPOX, TYPHUS FEVER, AND YELLOW
FEVER-Continued.

Report Received from Jan. 1 to Apr. 15, 1921-Continued.
PLAGUE-Continued.

Place.

Paraguay:
Asuncion..................

Peru ...........................
Departments-

Callan-Lima...........
CaUlao.....
LAb3rtad ...............

Trujillo-Salaverry.
Uma.......
Pitra..................

Porto Rico:
SanJuan ..................

Portuguese West Africa:
Angola-

Loanda...............
Russia:

Batum....................
.Siam:

Bangkok .. .I
Straits Settlemenits:

Singapore ......1
Tunis:

BenGardane.

Date. -I
Feb.4.

....................

Feb. 1-15.........
d..do....
Dec. 27-Feb. 27....
Feb. 1-1i.........

......do .-.

Feb. 18-25........

Nov. 24-Dec. 3....

DeZ. 511.........

Oct. 31-Nov. 6.. -.

Zarzis .. Jan. 25.

Turkey:
C3 istantinople...........

Union of South Africa:
Orange Froe State-

Hoopstad district......

Nov. 21-97........

Nov. 28-Dec. 1S...

Do............ Jan. 23-reb.
Kroonstad district.-IJan. 23-Feb. 23-.--

Oi1 vessel:
S. S. Kronprincessan Vie.

toria.
Jan. 15............

Casm

2
1

25
14
21

7

........
38

1

1 jI........

3

SMALLPOX.

I

Deaths

..........

..........

........ i...

4
10

2

..........

..........

2

1

1
3

Remarks.

. July-December, 1920: Cases, 292;
deaths, 133. Jan.-Feb. 28, 1921:
Cases, 141- deaths, 71.

July-December, 1920: Cases, 23;
deaths, 10. Jan. 1-31, 1921:
Cases, 3; deaths, 2.

Feb. 17-Mar. 3, plagueratsfouind,
19.

Mar. 18, 1921: Rat plaguepresent.

Epidemic outbreak.

June-July, 1920: Case3, 6. No.
vembcr-December, 1920: Cases,
10, in sarroanding territoryi

Jani. 15, 1921: 10 eases notifiedin
vicinity. (Corrected report
receivel Mar. 30, 1921.)

1 European, 2 native3. On Vry-
heil Farm. (Public Health
Reports, June 25, 1923, p. 1520.)

In European; oni farm.
On farms. Plague-iufccted wild
rolents foand.

At Sto_kholm, Sweden. Rat
plague foand. Vessel left Bue-
no3 Aires, Argentina, Nov. 17,
1920. Stopped at Goteborg anid
Malno, Sweden. Left Malmo
Jasi. 11, 1921. Rats found dead
Jan. 13, 1921, at Stockholm.

Algeria: i
Algiers ......... Jan. 1-31 .......... 5

Austria ........................AzoreI:
Ponta Delgada............ De. 18-24 .. 7

Bolivia:
LaPaz ............ Oct.l-De. 31..... 19

Bra?.il:
Bahia ............ Oct.31-Dec25.... 6

Do............ Jan.8-15 .......... 4Pernambxco....... Oct. 18-Dec. 19 102Do........ De. 27-Jan 30.... 36
Rio de Janeiro ......... Oct. 24-DeO. 25.... 108Do......... De-.23-Fob.5.... 21Sao Pautlo ......... Dec. 13-19 ......... ........

British East Africa:
Kenya Colony-

Mombas ..... Jan. 23-29 ..... I
Uganda .......................... ..... ........

Bulgaria:
SoDfia............ Nov. 7-13 ........ 2

38313°-21-- j

..........

.......... .Aug. 23-Dec. 25; 1920: Cases, 75.

..........

..........

..........

2
...........

6
1

May 1-Junie 30, 1929: Cases, 27

_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I

I.-

!1

..

:

,.
-1'
. .

l

...............
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CHOLERA, PLAGUE, SMALLPOX, TYPHUS FEVER, AND YELLOW
FEVER-Conttnued.

Reports Received from Jan. 1 to Apr. 15, 1921-Continued.
SMALLPOX-Continued.

Place. Date. Cases. Deaths. Remarks.

Canada:
Alberta-

galgry................
Do ...............

British Columbia-
Fernie.................
Vancouver ............

Do.................
Victoria................

Manitoba-
Winnipeg..............

New Brunswick..........
Bonaventure and
Gaspe Cnunties.

Campbellton .........
Gloucester County .. .
Madawaska County....
N ort humberland
County.

Restigouche County...
Do ...............

St. SteDhen .........
York County...........

Nova Scotia-
Svdney................
Yarmouth.............

Ontario ...............
Hamilton...........

Do.............
Kingston...............
London...............
Montreal.............
Niagara Falls.........
North Bay............

Do.................
Ottawa...............

D)o.................
Peterborough .........
Samia ... ........
Sault Ste. Marie........
Toronto.............

Do................
Quebec-

Quebec...............
Saskatchewan-

Moose Jaw.............
Do.................

Regina.................
Do.............

askatoon..............
Do.................

Ceylon:
Colombo...................

Do.....................
Chile:

Iquique....................
China:
AmI ..............
Antung.

Do.....................
Canton....................

Do.....................
Chua gking.................I)o.....................
Focchow ....................Do.....................
Fochow..................

Do...........
Ilanskow..........
Manchuria Province-

)alren .................
Do.................

Mukden................
Do.................

Nanking ..................
Do.....................

Shanghai...................

Dec. 12-18........
Jan. 2-Feb.19.....

Feb. 6-12..........
Dec. 5-11..........
Dez. 26-Mar. 19 ...
Jan.30-Mar. 5.....

151.
2
1

21
5

Jan. 16-Mar. 19.... 17
Feb.1-8......... ........Fh - ......... 4

Jan. 9--15..........
Jan. 23-29.......
Jan. 30-Feb. 19....
Mar. 6-12..........

Dec. 12-18.........
Feb. 6-19.......
Feb. 27-Mar. 5....
..... .do.

Feb. 13-Mar. 26 ...

Jan. 9-Mar. 5.

Dec. 19-31......
Jani. 2-Apr. 2....
D)e-. 23-Jan. 19....
Jan. 2-Mar.28.

.. do...........
De(. 12-18.......
Der,. 12--25........
Jan. 2-Mar. 19....
Dec. 12-25....
De. 2,-.Mar. 2(;...

... do.....
Feb. 2-.Mar. 5....
Jan. -Fb. 12...
D)ec. 12-25.......
Dec. 2,-Mar. 19...

Jan. 23-Fel). ..

De,. 19-25...
Jan. 2-Mar. 12...
Dee'. 12-25..... ..

Jan. 2-Mar. 23.....
Dee. IH22.........
Jan. 9-Mar. 26....

Nov. 21-Dec. 25...
Dec. 23-Feb. 19...

Nov. 7-Dec. 25....
Dec. 26-Feb. 5....
I)ec. 20-26.........
Jan. 10-Feb. 13....
Dec. 1-31..........
Jan. 1-31..........
Nov. 7-Dec. 25....
Dec. 26-Feb. 5....
Nov. 7-Dee. 25....
Dec. 26-Feb. 12...
Jan. 2-22..........

Nov. 16-Dec. 20...
Dec. 28-Feb. 13...
Dec. 12-18.........
Jan. 16-Feb. 2....

Nov. 14-Dec. 18...
Der. 26-Feb. 13...
Feb. 7-13.........

2
1

1
2
1
6

15
7

...... ..

.C7
99

32
13
1
4
27
75

C31
3
2

48
7

2

42
11
.52
20
25

is
5

........

...... ..

2
........
........
........
........
........
........

2

12
144

.....

.....

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

. ........ .

..........

..........

..........

..........

.... ......

..........

..........

. .........

..........

''''''''i'
2

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

7
2

..........

5

..........
..... .

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

From lumlber camp on Canadian
Government R. R., Feb. .,
1921, 5 case3.

Present.

Novemler-Deccerber,1920:Cases,
992; deaths, r. Jan. 1-31,1921:
caO-es, 902; deatlhs, 3.

Epidemic witlh lIgh mortality.

Present.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Dlo.
Do.

Prcevalent.
Presenit.

Do.
1)o.
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CHIOLERA, PLAGUE, SMALLPOX, TYPHUS FEVER, AND YELLOW
FEVER-Continued.

Reports Received from Jan. 1 to Apr. 15, 1921-Continued.
SMALLPOX-Continued.

Place. Date. Cases. Deaths. Remarks.

China-Continued.
Tientsin ...................

Do.....................
Tsinanfu...................
Tsingtau...................

Chosen (Korea):
Chemulpo..................
Fusan ....

Do.....................
Gensan............

Do.....................
Colombia:

Barranquilla...............
Santa Marta...............

Do. -..
Cuba:

Antila....................
Do....................

Camaguutj Province.

Dee. 26-Feb. 26. ..

Oct. 31-Nov. 12...
Jan. 3-Feb. 13.....

Dee. 1-31..........
Nov. 1-39 ........
Jan. 1-31..........
Dec. 1-31..........
Jan. 1-31...

Jan. 6Mar. 12....

Dec. 5-25.........
Dec. 26-Mar. 19...

Dec. 7-27.........

Jan. 2-Mar. 19.....
....................

Cienfuegos ........... Mar. 13-19.
Habana........... Dec. 31-Feb. 16...

Lugareno ........... Mar. 7-13.
Mata:iza3 ........... Jan. 2-23.
Nuevitas .... Dec. 6-19......-.

Do ............ Jan. 3-Mar.27.
Orienite Province........... ....................
Santiago ............ Nov. 20-Dec. 10...

Do ............ Feb. 1-Mar. 29....

Czecho3lovakia............. ....................

Dainzig .1 ec. 5-18.l onInican Republic ........... .............

Santo Douingo............ Jan. 9-Feb. 19.
Ecuador:

Juavaq9nil ............. Nov. 16-Dec. 31...
Do ............. Jan. I-Feb.15.

.iIexandria............. Doe. 17-31.
DSo ...... . Jan. 1-Mtar. 4

Cairo ..... Oct. 1-Dec. 9.
Do ..... :. Ja. 8-14.

Port Said ..... Nov. 19-Dee. 31...
Do..... Jan.8-14.

France:
Paris ..... Nov. 1-30.
Do..... .. Jal. 131..

Rouen ..... Nov. 21-Dec. 31...
Do..... Feb.13-27.

St. Etieme........... DDec. 3-15.
Do............ Jan.. 23Feb. 12....

Germany ............ ...................
*reat Britain:

(lIastoAv.......... Dec.2.
Do.......... Jan.2-Mar. 19....

Liverpool .......... Jan. 30-Feb. .r.
London .......... De. 2$Jan. 1

Grece:
Saloniki ........ Nov. 15-Dec. 21..

Do .Dec. 27-Feb.5....
ITaiti........................

Cape Haitien .............
Port au Prince......S.....Sept. 22-Doc. 2....

Hloniduras:
Ceiba......................

Jiidia..........................
Bombay...................

Do.....................
Calcutta................

Do.....................

Feb. 13-Mar. 5...
..fg.................
Nov. 7-lec. 25....
Dec. 26-Feb. 12. ..
Dec.5411........
Jan, 2-Feb. 19.....

2

6

20
3

1
1

4

15

24

10
87

........

11

2
6
2

36
.....i..

:3
263

2
.....i...13

33
32
3
9
3
1
I

........

2
7
7
2
2
3

........

23
1
1

.........

.........j

.........

.........

.........

i.

Dee. 12-25, 1929: Case3, 160, ill
cmp for faminle refugees.

In camp for famine refugee;, 477.
Statistics of Shantung Christian
Hospital.

Present.
Do.
Do.

For port of Pre,ton.
Me.

Re?orteJ seriously prevalent
duringJanuary, i121. Mar. 17,

1921: 333 case3 reported. M1
1 from Jatibonico, Cubs; 1 from
Jamaica.

Vicinlity of Nuevita3. Dec. 6-12,
1929: 1 case.

Mar. 17, 1921: 344 cases reportei.

"Ala3trim" reportel present;
cases, estimateJ. about 1,000.

July lI-Aug. 14. 192): Ca,e., 141;
destis4, 24.

......... No. I-D. 21, 142): Caes, 9;
I eocurring in 4 lo.aJitics.

2
..........

2I
..........
........ ..

2
...?.i

211121 is
....... ..........

"83........i..

4 ..........
....... ...........

11 3
83 13
2 2

4 .

12 I

Aug. 2)-Nor. 6, 192t): Came;, 40.

rn s:iroanning co mntry: Cases,
21: deaths, 2.

Sept. 22.192!-Jan. 8, 1921: Cases,
2,2a2; dteaths, 61.

In 8 Interior to.vns, 20 case. In
oneloality, 18cases. Incozit-
try district, *inity oJf Porn an
Prlne ,cases nunierozl t. Fron
date of o:ztbreak; to Feb. I 1,
1921: Cases, 2,871; deathw, 221.

SeAt. 21-0.t. 9, 1i23: Deaths,
250. Oct. 31-Deo. 11, 192.):
Death3 3 W.) Do% 19-21,
192): Seaths, '33. )Dw. 21,
1920-Jan .8, 1D21: Dciths, 728.

::
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CHOLERA, PLAGUE, SMALLPOX, TYPHUS EVER, AND YELLOW

FEVER--Continued.

Reports Received from Jan. 1 to Apr. IS, 1921-Continued.

SMALLPOX-Continued.

.Place. Date. Cases. Deaths. Remarks.

India-Continued.
Kara c i....................
Madras.....................

Do .....................
Rangoon ...................

Do...... ..... .... .......

Indo-China.....................
Italy:

Catania....................

Do.....................
Genoa......................
Messina (city and Province,
Palermo...................

Do.....................
Java:

West Java.................
Bandoeng .............

Do.................
Patavia................

Do.................
Garoet.................
Indramayoe............
Krawang..............

Do.................
Lebak.................
Pandeglang............

Jugoslavia.....................
Zagreb.....................

Luxembourg...................
Madagascar:

Tananarive................
Madeira:

Funchal....................
Do.....................

MesoBpotam.a:
lagd .....................

Do....................
Mexico:

Chihuahua.................
Do.....................

Ciudad Juaroz.............
Guadalajara................

Do....................
Mexico City................

Do ...
Falina Cruz. ..
San Luis Potosi............
-Tecate.....................
Torreon....................

Newfoundland:
Grand Falls................
St. Johns..................

Norway:
Stavanger.................

Panama:
C,olon....................

Poland.........................
WVarsaw....................

Portugal:
Lisbon.....................

Do.....................
Portuguese East Africa:

Gaza district .........
Inhambane district...
Loureneo Marques....
Quelimane................

Roumnania:
Kisseneff..................

Russia.
Esthona Province.........

Reval..................
Itvia-

Riga...................
Siberi-

idivestok.......

Jan. 16-Feb. 2B....
Nov. 14-Dee. 18...
Dee. 28-Feb. 26....
Nov. 21-Dee. 25...
Jan. 2-Feb. 19....
........

Nov. 29-Dec. 5....

Feb. 14-Mar. 12...
Feb. 7-13..........
Jan. 3-Mar. 6......
Oct. 30-Dec. 27....

Jan. 26-Mar. 8.

....................
Nov. 19-25.......
Feb. 3-9...........
Nov. 12-Dee. 25...
Jan. 27-Feb. 9.....
......do.

Nov. 12-Dec. 29...
......do.

Jan. 13-Feb. 2.....
Jan. 13-Feb. 9.
Jan. 27-Feb. 2.....
July 25-Aug. 28...
Jan. 2-Feb. 19.....
Dec. 1Jan. 1.....

Jan. 17-23.........

Dec. .-18.....
Dec. 26-Mar. 12 . ..

Nov. 1-Dee. 31....
Jan. 1-31..........

Dec. 6-26......
De.. 27-Mar. 13...

Mar. 21-27.........
Dec. 1-31..........
Jan. 1-31.........
Nov. 14-Dee. 25...
Jan..-Mar. 5.....
Jan. I-Feb. 28....
Feb. 6-12.
Jan. 17..........
Jan. 1-Feb. 28.....

Mar. 12-18........
Jan. 22-26.

Jan. 23-29.........

Jan. 5-Mar. 22.....
..W...............Sept. 1-30.....

Nov. 2F-De-. 18...
Dee. 2e-Feb. 26. ..

Dee. 1s-23.........
Dee. 26-Jan. 1.....
Oct. 24-Dec. 11....

.. ..do......

Jan. 1-Mar. 18.

22
7

.33
5

9

11
3

37
410
238

,''''''i'
1
14
3
1
1
1

26
24
6

128
3
1

........

........

........

2
1

11
........

1'''''i'1
17
81
4

...... ..

6

1

3

100

.......

3

........

........

10
3

18

2

1
1

..........

..........

..........

........ ..

124
35

I
5
2

..........

..........

2
42
1

..........

2

2
8

15
1

..........

..........

July 1-21, 1920: Cases, 107;
deaths, 24.

In Province, Nov. 29-Dee. 26,
i20: Cases, 43. Jan. 3-l,)

1921: Cases, 32. Jan. 17-Feb.
20, 1921: Cases, 71.

Dee. 5, 1920-Jan. 16, 1921: Cases,
25.

Nor. 12-Dee. 29, 1920: Cases, 72;
deaths, 6. Jan. 6-12, 1921:
One case, one death.

Feb. 7-13, 1920: Cases, 122;
deaths, 27.

Ineluding municipalities in the
Fede:-al district.
Do.

..........

.......... Sept.-Oct., 1M:

.......... ..deaths, 37.

5
12

Caswe, 175;

Present.
Do.

Reported present in Interior of
C:hai-Cai district.

District.

Oct.......... 1-Nov.30... Dec. 141, 1920: Cases, 17.Ot-o.3.. 28......

Nov. 1-Dec. 31....

Oct. 1-Nor. 30....

17j...
2 1

AprU 22, 1921
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CHOLERA, PLAGUE, SMALLPOX, TYPHUS FEVER, AND YELLOW
FEVER-Continiued.

Reports Received from Jan. 1 to Apr. 15, 1921-Continued.
SMALLPOX-Continued.

Spain:
Barcelona..................

Do.....................
Corunna...................
Madrid.....................

Do.....................
Malaga.....................

Do............
Tarragona..................
Valencia .................

Do.................
Syria:

Aleppo .....................
1)0.....................

Tunis:
Tunis......................

Do...........
Turkey:

Constantinopl?.............
Do........... - .-

Union of South Africa..........

Care Provinice..............
Natal ......................

Durban district..
Orange Free State.

Transvaal .

Johannesburg ..........
Do.

Uruguay:
Mointevideo................

On vessels:
S. S. Alfoniso XIII.........

S. S. Cadiz.................

U. S. S. Mississippi........
S. S. Ohioan...............

S. S. Ventura..............

Date. Cases. Deaths.

Nov. 18-Dec. 29...I
Jan. 13-Mar. 2....

........

Dec. 12-18......... ........

Nov. 1-30 ......... ........

Feb. 6-13.......... ........

Oct. 1-Dec. 31.....
Jan. 1-Feb. 28.....1
Jan. 30-Feb. 19.
Dec. 5-25 ..........I 3
Dec. 26-Feb. 26 ... 15

Nov. 14-Dec. 4 .... .......
Jan. 16-Feb.5..... . .......

Nov. 30-Dec. 28... 10
Jan. 8-Mar. 114..... 4

Nov. 21-Dec. 11... 4
Jan. 2-Mar. 5...... 18
Feb. 20-26 ......... ........

13
21
1
1
1

77
32
2

..........

18
..........

is
25

..........

..........

..........

Jan. 23-Feb. 5 ..................
....................

Jan. 23-Feb. 5.....
......do.

Oct. 1-31.........Feb. 13-19.....
Dec. 1-31.....-,

Dec. 27............

Jan. 5.............

Feb. 18-20.........
Jan.4.

Jan. 18............

........

........

........

......

1

1
I2

1

1

..........

..........

..........

1''''''-'''
t..........
..........

2

Remarks.

Year endel Dec. 31, 1io
Deaths, 9.

Dec. 12-25, 1920: Present.
Present.

Fresh outbreaks, States of Natal,
Orange Free State, and Trani-
vaal.

Outbreaks.
Feb. 13-19, 1921: Present in rural
areas.

Ouitbreak.
Outbreaks. Feb. 13-19, 1921:
Present in rural area.

Jan.23-Feb. 5,1921: Outbreak in
onie district.

Fromi Portuguese East Africa.

.......... .At Habana, Cuba, from ports in
northern Spain.

.......... .At Habania, Cuba, from Mfediter.
raneani pcrts.

.......... In Canal Zone.
.-t.....!At Sani Pedro, Calif. from New

York, via Balboa, 6anal Zcne.
.......... .At Sydniey, Australia, Irom San

Francisco, Calif., via Honolulu,
and Pago Pago, Samoa.

TYPHUS FEVER.

Algeria:
Algiers ..................... Jan. 1-Feb. 28.... 6I

Belgium: D
Ghent ...................... Dec. 12-18......... .....5.

Bolivia: D
La Paz..................... Dec. 1-31.......... 13 9

Brazil:
Ceara ................ Oct. 17-Dec. 28.... ........ 3

I)o ................. Jan. 2-29 ..........I..... 5
Bulgaria: F

rorfIa............. Jan . 2-Feb. 19... ...........3

Chile: *
Concepcion. ................ Nov. 1-Dec.27 .... ........ 23

Do ..................... Dec.28-Feb.20 ... 9
Coquimbo . .......... Dec. 1-7. ..........1
Valparaiso.................l Oct. 25-Nov. 27... . 13

D0 . .......... Jan.30-Feb. 19............ 5
China:

Manchuria (Province)-
Harbin . ........... Nov. 22-28 ........ ......1.

Do . ........... Ja.3-9............ . 1
ManchuriaStation ..N.ov.22-28........ 2......2

Do,..,,,....,..l Jan. 101 ........ I
Chosen (Korea):

Seoul .. . Dec. 1-31.... 1
Do ... Jan. 1-31 . .

Present in vicinity. Year 1920:
iin public hospital, 89 cases, 13
deaths.

On Chinese Eastern Railway.

Do.

1..i
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CHOLERA, PLAGUE, SMALLPOX, TYPHUS FEVE AND YELLOW
FEVER-Continued.

Repot Received from Jan. 1 to Apr. 15, 1921-Continued.
TYPHUS FEVER-Continued.

Place. Date. Cases. Deaths. Remarks.
_~~~~~

Caes

Czecboslovakia................

Prague....................
Danzig.......................

Do. ~........................
D.t:slexandria................

Do...........

Cairo......................
Do -.................

Germany......................

Great Britain:
Belfast ..................

Do.....................
Dublin............

Do....................
Greece:

Drama.....................
Patras.....................
faloniki..................
Do .------

Srres.....................

Guatemala.......................
Guatemala City...........

Hlungary..... ..................
Biudaes...........

ltalv:
Naples.
Trieste.

Japan:
Nagasaki.
Do.

Jugoslavia.
Belrade.................
Mediumurju Province......

Do ......
Zagreb.....................

Do........ ...... .... -
Malta .......

Mesopotamia:
Ragdd....................

Mexilo:
(Guadalajara................

Do....................
mexi'io City................

Do.......
San Luiis Potosi.

Do....--..----..--.--'
Netherlpids:

RoUterdam..............
l'oland.........................

District-
GaUcia .........
Kielce..................
Loz...................
Lubl.................
Posen..............
Silesia..................
Wanaw................

Warsaw city.......
I)strict-

Bialysto'..............
aicia.............

Kielce..............
Lodz..................
Lublin.................
Po3en..................
Silesa

Warsaw................
Waraw city.......

Portugl:
Oporto....................

Do....................

I,....................

Feb. 1-21..........
Dec. 20............
Jan. 16-Feb. 5....

Nov. 19-Dee. 31...
Jan. I-Mar. 4......
Oct. 1-Dec. 28.....
Jan. 1-21..........

Dec. 5-25.........
Jan. 9-Feb. 26....
Nov. 28-Dec. 18...
Jan. 9-Mar.5.

Nov. 22-28.
Nov. 29-Dec. 5....
Oct. 25-Dec. 25....
Jan. 10-Feb. 5.....
Nov. 814.........

.....................

Mar. 1-12..........

Nov. De. 5....

Fcb. 23...........
Feb.
11.

Nov. 15-Dec. 26...
Dec. 27-Feb. 27...
July 25-Aug. 28...
Jaa. 9-22.--------
Jan. 2-8.....
Feb. 13-19...
Dec. 12-25.........
Dee. 26-Feb. 21. ..

Dec. 1-31..........

Nov. 1-30.........

De:. 1-31..........
Jan. 1- 31 .....
Nov. 11-Dee. 25...

Dec. 25-Mar. 5....
Dec. 5-31..........
Jan. 18-Mar. 26....

Jan. 23-29.....

Nov. 1- 30.........
..... .do ........

.. do .--....-.

..do.

.. do .-.

..... .do.

....do.
Nov. I-Dec. 16....

Jan. 1-31..........
..... .do.

..... .do.

..... do.

..... do.

..... .do ........

..... .do.

.....
.do.

Nov.28-Dec. 4....
Dec. 26-Jan. 1....

I........
2
1
3

13
14
44
15

........

6
6
32
12

..........

13 ........
6 1
4 3

11 2

.........

354
1

........ ..

9
5

..........

.........I. ....... ..

........

........ ..........

2

July 11-Aug. 28 190: Cases, 138;
deaths 18. Aeported present
Fob. iB, 19-1.

In emigrant from Brest-Litovsk
with 2 weeks' stay at Warsaw.

Sept. 12-Dee. 25,1929: Cases, 259,
including 11 in a camp. Dee.
23, 1920-Jan. 8, 1921: Cases, 7.

Among refugees from Russia.
Present among Caucasian refa-
gees in vicinity.

Feb. 1-Mar. 12 1921 Pre3ent in
highland departments.

Aug. 3-De. 5, 1923; Cases, 33.

2 ..........
30 ... .. Among- emigrants intendina to

come to Unitei States.

10
13
27
2
73
42
27
41
1

11
6

67

122

........

1........

1 192
279
813
403
17
6

191
96

321
3,427

426

383
13
1

310

197

1

3

1

5

5

..........

..........

..........

........ ..

..........

..........

286
15

6

.20
..........

...........

8

33
457
42
14

18

..........

....... ......

1717
........ ..

Fe'). 7-13, 1923: Casc., fil; deaths,
2. Dec. 12-25, 1923; Case3, 112.

111 remaining case3.
51 remaining cases.

City and county.

Including miinicipali'ics in the
Federal district.
Do.

Present.
De^. 26-Mar. 26, 1921: Present.

Sept.-Oct., 1920: Cases, 3,815;
deaths, 371. Nov. 1-33, 1923
Cases, 3,059; deaths, 350. Dec.
1-31, 1929: Case3, 4,614; deaths,
330. Jan. 1-31. 1921: Cas,
5,303; deaths, 597.

Aprn 22, 1921.
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CHOLERA, PLAGUE, SMALLPOX, TYPHUS FEVER, AND YELLOW
FEVER-Continued.

Reports Received from Jan. 1 to Apr. 15, 1921-Continued.
TYPHUS FEV-ER-Continued.

Place. Date. Cases. Deaths. Remarks.

Russia:
Province-

Esthonia ............... .................... ......... 1.......... Spt. -Dc. 31, 1920: Cases, 455.
Latvia-

Riga. ... Nov. 1-Dec. 31.... 185 ..........
Do. Jan. 1-7 .21.....21.

Lithuania.................................. ........ .......... Feb. 19, 1921: Cases, 175; mo--
tality, 5 to 6 per cent.

Ruthenia ..............-.......................1.....-.......... Feb. 19, 1921: Occurence of about
5 fatal cases daily. Mar. 5,
1921: 200 fatal cases previously
unreported.

Ukraine. . .................................. ........ .......... Feb. 19,1921: Occurrence ofabout

Siberia- 5 fatal cases daily.
Vladivo3tol ............ Jani. 1-31 .......... 1 6

Turkey:
Constantinop!e ............. Nov. 21-Dec. 25... 2.5 1

Do - Jan. 2-Mar. 12 -... 45..........
Union of South Africa:

Cape Province ........Fe...... - -------- ----- Eb. 13-19, 1921: Outbreaks re-
Cape Town........ .De 20-26 ......... 1l 5 ported.
East London......... Jan. 29-Feb. 12.... 51 3!
Po:tEliLateth ....... Jan. 30-Feb. 5..... 1' ..........I

Natal ........... Feb. 13-19......... ........ .......' Outbreak-.
Orange Free . Jan. 23-Feb. 5 ............... Outbreaks.
Transvaal-

Johannesburg........ .....do ....1 i District.
On vessels: i

S. S. Presidente Wilson... .1 Feb. 1-5 .151.......... At New York. From Trieste,
Italy, Jani. 15; Naples, Jan. 18;
an.l Algiers, Jani. 22, 1921.

S. S. San Giusto .......... Feb. 10-Mar. 3... 22 .......... At New York. From Trieste,Jani. 23, and Naples, Jan. 26,
1921.

YELLOW FEVER.

Brazil:
Pcrnambuco...............

Mexico:
Orizaba....................
Papantla...................

Do................
Tampico...................
Tux am. .............

Do..... ..............
Vera Cruz..................

Do.....................
Zamora....................

Pcru:
Department-

Lambayeque...........
Chiclayo...........
Eten...............
Ferrenafe..........

Do.............
Lambayeque.

Do.............
Monsefu...........

On vessel:
S. S. Savoia ........ .

Nov. 14-21 ........

-Dec. .-18..........
.....do.

Jan. 9-15..........
Dec. 12-18.........
Dec. E-18..........
Dcc. 26-Jan. 1.....
Dec. 5-26..........
Dec. 26-Mar. 20...
Dec. 12-18.........

.......do............Feb. 1-28.....

Jan. 1-31..........
Feb. 1-28.........
Jan. 1-31.
Feb. 1-28..
Feb. 16-28.......

Jan. 11-15.........

1

2

'''''' i'
9

5
8

6

1

..... i...

7
18
44
2
4
2

4

I
2
1

4

1
3

1
1

17
19

..........

Als:) alled Cutierrez, State of
Vera Cruz.

Outbreak reported Jan. 22, 1921.

&t Habana, Cuba from Vera
Cruz, Mexico. Vessel arrived
Habana, Jan. 10. 1920, with
three eas sickness on board.
Two cases confirmed. Two
cases developed later on board;
confirmed Jan. 15. Savoaa left
Vera Cruz Jan. 6, 1921.

x


